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Project Report

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST

A Play by Oscar Wilde

Performances held at Moses Lake High School on

February 13-15, 2020

Moses Lake, WA 98837

Direction by

Sabrina Haesche

The following documentation includes the conceptualization, research, implementation, and reflection of
the entire production process of THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST in February 2020. The
documentation includes both character and visual production research, historical context and significance,
as well as the evaluation of the play as a vehicle for speaking to the community of Moses Lake.
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D: Synopsis of the Play

The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde starts off at the home of Algernon Moncrieff.
“Algy,” as he is affectionately called, is awaiting the arrival of his Aunt Augusta (Lady Bracknell) and
cousin Gwendoline Fairfax when Jack (John) Worthing, who goes by Ernest Worthing when he’s in town,
stops by. Algy proceeds to question Jack about his cigarette case he left the last visit that seems to be
from a person named Cecily. Jack ends up telling Algy the truth about his double life, that he’s been
masquerading as his “brother” Ernest while in town because he must preserve his reputation as Cecily’s
guardian in the country. Algy is delighted to hear that Jack participates in the same game as he does, his
excuse for escaping to the country being an invalid named Bunbury. Jack admits to wanting to get rid of
his faux brother, who Cecily has become too interested in. He also desires to propose to Gwendoline and
believes he will not need his alternate identity once he is married.
To avoid dinner with Lady Bracknell that night, Algy agrees to help Jack in his proposal if Jack
would agree to dine with him at the Carlton. During the exchange Jack proposes to Gwendoline, who
seems very much infatuated with Jack’s assumed identity and the name Ernest. Lady Bracknell, outraged
at the proposal, proceeds to interrogate Jack about his upbringing and finds out that he was apparently
“found” in a handbag at Victoria Station. Deeming this an unacceptable match, she leaves with
Gwendoline in tow. Gwendoline finds her way back for a brief moment to ask Jack where she could visit
him while he is in the country. Algy overhears the address and makes special note of it.
Meanwhile, Cecily Cardew is avoiding her studies in the garden as Miss Prism, her governess and
tutor who repeatedly urges her to stay focused. The pair is joined by Dr. Chasuble, the local reverend,
who seems to fancy Miss Prism. The latter seems to return his affections, and as the two are off on a
stroll, Mr. “Ernest Worthing” (Algy) pays a visit to Cecily. Cecily is instantly enchanted with Algy and
accepts him even if his brother spoke of his “wicked” ways. Coming back from their stroll, Prism and
Chasuble run into Jack in his mourning clothes. He tells him that his brother has died in Paris of a severe
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chill. Jack also inquires of the priest about being christened, intending to officially assume the name
Ernest, and settles on a time later that evening. As they are discussing his internment, Cecily comes back
announcing the visit of Jack’s brother, Ernest. Upon seeing Algy posing as his brother, Jack tries to hide
his outrage until the rest of the company has departed. When Jack goes to change, Cecily returns and
Algy discovers, as he proposes to her, that in her mind they had been engaged for months and sending
letters back and forth. She, like Gwendoline, is enamored with the name of Ernest. Algy rushes off to find
the reverend to make an appointment to be christened as well. While he is gone, Gwendoline visits
looking for Jack. Her and Cecily have a politely strained conversation and discover that they are both
engaged to “Ernest.” Jack returns, surprised to see Gwendoline, and Cecily reveals that he is not Ernest
Worthing but John. Algy returns and Gwendoline kindly informs Cecily that he also is not Ernest by
Algernon. The pair, feeling betrayed by the men, retreat inside. The two men argue about what to do
about the matter as well as the proper moment for eating muffins.
Gwendoline and Cecily, viewing the men from the house, decide to give them a chance to
explain. They question Algy and Jack about their deception. Finding their answers satisfactory, the
women forgive them. Then Lady Bracknell comes in looking for Gwendoline. Confused to see a new face
snuggled up to Algy, she learns of Cecily, Jack’s ward. Being informed of her engagement to Algy, Lady
Bracknell inquires after the girl’s history. Learning that Cecily was left a sizable fortune, Lady Bracknell
approves of the union with her nephew. Jack does not approve of the union, but says he will concede if he
is allowed to marry Gwendoline. Lady Bracknell refuses, and as she makes to leave, she stops in her
tracks when she hears the name “Prism” uttered by Dr. Chasuble. Upon Miss Prism’s entrance, Lady
Bracknell accosts her, asking her “Where is the baby?” Jack quickly connects the dots and runs upstairs to
fetch the handbag he was found in as a baby. To his relief, it is the same handbag under discussion, and,
after mistaking Prism for his mother, he is corrected by Lady Bracknell who announces that he is actually
Algy’s blood brother. Excited to finally know his origin, Jack inquires after his birth name. After
searching the Army Lists, Jack is delighted to find that his name actually is Ernest. The play ends as all
the couples embrace, a happy ending.
14

E: Project Parameters

The Moses Lake High School Theatre Department will produce Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of
Being Earnest on February 13-15, 2020, at the Moses Lake High School Theater. This play will fulfill the
winter slot in our season, and the smaller cast (4 women, 5 men) and set gives students a reprieve after
completing the much larger musical in the fall. The show will run for 4 performances with the addition of
a matinee on the 15th.
A slight adjustment to the usual project schedule will be that the auditions will be held after
Thanksgiving break, as opposed to before, in order that I may be ready with all my thesis materials before
casting. This will still allow for two full months of rehearsal time including Christmas break when the
cast can memorize. During the winter months, rehearsal on stage is more available than in the spring, but
we still deal with having to rehearse in smaller spaces. Thus, as we’ve chosen our seasons, we tend to
choose winter shows with a smaller cast so there is more flexibility when it comes to space. The students
also appreciate the opportunity to work with a small cast because of the familial feel it brings and how
easy it is for them to get to know each other.

Anyone at the school is eligible to audition for cast or apply for tech crew as long as they
meet the requirements of academic eligibility for school activities. We usually gauge the number
of technical students needed based on the needs of the show, and we don’t tend to cast
understudies for actors because of the time restraints for rehearsing as well as the limited number
of advanced actors.
I use the theater space as my classroom for two full hour periods in the day, as well as spending
my planning period there the majority of the time. This allows an easy transition for me from school to
rehearsal right after school. When we do have to move our rehearsal space, we are allowed to use the
band and choir room space across the school. The choir room space is spacious and a small cast can easily
rehearse there, while the band room is great for working scenes with one or two people. Off the choir
15

room space there are also smaller practice rooms where the students can run lines together when they are
not needed in the rehearsal space.

I will design the set but have recruited a Moses Lake High School and CWU alum, Julia
Gonzalez, to help with set decoration. The tech crew will be students, and we welcome the help
of parents with painting and finishing touches. From a budgeting and materials perspective, we
will be using recycled materials from our production of The Curious Savage the previous year.
Our stock will provide the house of the set with adjustments for this production. We have doors
and windows in storage from previous productions that will be utilized as well. My technical
director is the lead for our technical team and will construct the set with the help of tech students.
These students work after school during rehearsal since we do not have a technical theatre class.
The technical elements of the show will largely use what we have in stock, as well as
renting/borrowing materials we do not have. We will use our lighting and sound equipment as
well as our fly system. We have an extensive amount of lighting to choose from, ranging from
moveable LED lights to ellipsoidals. My technical director makes sure we have the best lighting
and replaces what he can each year. For this show, we will be using the basic ellisodals as well
as some colored filters for the garden scene. The lighting will be relatively simple compared to
our fall musicals. Our sound board is housed in our control room and the speakers above the
stage will be used to play needed sound effects and music. We have a large stock of props to
choose from as well as connections in the community from which to borrow. I will be procuring
costumes from Central Washington University’s rental stock. The lone expenses for this
production will include:
● Rental costs for costumes ($1000 allotted)
● Scenic materials ($800 allotted)
● Scripts and Licensing ($300 allotted)
16

The Moses Lake High School Drama Booster and the Drama Club ASB fund will cover the costs
of the production and while we do not expect to break even on the show because of our
experience with smaller audiences for plays, we will be frugal and budget wisely for this.
I look forward to incorporating more cast and crew bonding sessions in my production
schedule to reinforce positive connections throughout the production. In the past, the program
has struggled with reliability of students when it comes to attendance so I will be diligent in
choosing those who will set a good example for the younger students. As a whole, our theatre
department is dealing with growing pains as more and more students want to join theatre so our
selection process will be more competitive. We have fostered an attitude among the students that
if they are not cast, they either help backstage or on production nights or prepare for the spring
shows which are student directed. All in all the students appreciate smaller shows in the winter,
and the cast and crew work tightly together to make this production a success.
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The Importance of Being Earnest Project/Production/Rehearsal Schedule
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G: Evaluation of THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST as a Production
Vehicle

Ever since I came to live in Moses Lake, WA, in 2015, I’ve felt that I had a responsibility to the
community to not just produce productions that entertain, but that also allow the audience to learn
something. As the theatre program at Moses Lake High School has developed, the winter production has
been an opportunity for the students to either work with a new director or to experience a different style
and historical era of theatre. We’ve typically reserved it for a comedy, and during the past couple years
the students have enjoyed working with community directors and relatively small casts.
This will be the first time in two years that I will be directing, not just producing, the winter
production. I will be keeping with the tradition of introducing the students to something new with The
Importance of Being Earnest. The fact that I will be directing in the winter is exciting for the students
since normally I only direct in fall and spring. This will also be the only show I’ll be directing this school
year since I took a step back and only produced the fall musical and am taking a supervisory role during
the Student Directed One Acts in the spring. This allows the students an opportunity to learn from me as a
director, not just as a drama teacher, and it allows me to apply the skills I’ve been cultivating during my
summers at CWU in a one-on-one capacity compared to the larger musicals.
With The Importance of Being Earnest’s witty banter and engaging storyline, the audience will be
able to relate to the story while the students will have the unique opportunity to portray a different era and
style, Victorian England. The story, albeit very humorous, will also educate the students to a time where
engagements were arranged, politeness was of the utmost importance, and society meant everything. The
play satirizes this era, engaging in its numerous tropes while poking fun at it.
This year is a transition year for my program as I will not be returning next school year. I have
been fostering connections with local community theatre leaders as well as fellow teachers so my exit
from the school will be a smooth one. This production will be my last venture into directing at this school
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so I am cherishing every moment that I am able to teach these young actors. I have learned a lot from the
many directors I’ve worked with and beside and will be continually thinking about how to foster
connections and build relationships between this cast and crew.
The groundwork that I have built for this program will be reinforced by this play as it sets the
tone for any new teacher that comes into my program next year. The structure has been set that the drama
teacher does not have to do everything and be in charge of directing each show of the theatre program.
This program will continue, even after I leave, to be sustainable because of the people I’ve networked
with to help. A theatre program is only as strong as its team, and I’ve built an amazing team over the
years.
I specifically chose The Importance of Being Earnest because I am in love with the story and time
period, and I am excited to introduce my students to a different time period than other pieces they have
worked on previously. I believe they will love this comedy as much as I do. Wilde’s words never grow
old, and I feel that it is timeless. Audiences from any social standing can’t help but laugh at this play. It’s
absurd in the best ways, and urges an audience to examine their own role in social and class assumptions.
That is why I chose it for Moses Lake High School. It will not only push the students out of their comfort
zone (which has been more 1940s or fantastical comedies), but the audience will be delighted by the
hilarious plot and outrageous costumes. There is a reality to the immediacy of the love of Algy and Cecily
that I feel every teenager has experienced. There is a familiarity to the ostentatiousness of Algy’s humor
in every theatre kid. There is a knowing inner smile that ignites when Lady Bracknell’s character scolds.
It’s a story with meat, empathy, and misunderstandings that warm your heart.
With this production, I will be continuing my efforts in introducing the students to more
tablework, modeled in last year’s rehearsals for the spring production of Romeo and Juliet. I want the
actors to truly understand what and why they are saying what they are saying. I want the time period to be
researched as they develop their character, which is why I will be bringing in outside resources such as
Central Washington University actors/directors to give workshops on how to portray this time period
realistically on stage. I want the students to transform into their characters as soon as they step onstage for
22

a scene. My hope is that the students feel an ownership of their character and that this research fosters
play and imagination as we create during rehearsal.
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H: Concept Statement
The concept of pushing back against the ideal of truth is revealed in the story of The Importance
of Being Earnest. While sometimes finding the truth seems to be the absolute most important thing, at
other times it is completely disregarded and viewed as inconvenient. Jack, also known as John, Worthing
seems to believe that happiness is a form of deception, while Algernon believes that there is no happiness
without deception. As the two wrestle with these notions throughout the script, they both seem to have to
face the “truth” in the end. This grappling for the truth causes an active tension within the plot. Jack
wrestles with concealing his identity, while revealing more and more of who he truly is. Jack is surprised
to know that he has been inadvertently telling the truth his whole life while Algernon, for once, can see
happiness for himself by just being himself.
The misunderstandings of the truth inherently make up the whole of the play and this is why the
storyline entertains while it literally uncovers the roles truth plays in the identities of the characters. Both
Algernon and Jack have different perceptions of the truth about love and marriage, but inevitably want the
same thing: for life to be uncomplicated by the lies covering the truth.
The play calls into question the society in which the two main characters reside. The “truth” in
their society is boring. It’s the gossip, the lies, the machinations that make society exciting. Settling down,
finding love and honesty are deemed the end of social life as they know it. In various ways, Algernon and
Jack are seeking avenues out of society while still existing in it. The endless questions of Lady Bracknell
only enlighten the tremendous pressures that are put on men and women alike to fit into a certain version
of truth.
The concept of uncovering the role of truth will be the basis of my direction of The Importance of
Being Earnest. In every rehearsal, the first questions that will be asked will be, “What is the truth? What
is a lie? What is hiding?” The elements of truth or deception will be dissected in the characters’ words,
subtext, and expression. The importance or lack of importance of the truth will be evident in each moment
as the play continues.
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The scenic design of the production will encapsulate this idea of revealing the truth in its covering
or opening of the set itself. The houses will be true to the Victorian period, manicured and neat, while the
garden scenes will be more abstract, less black and white. This speaks to the combination of truth and lies
that take place in the garden and how in the houses, the truth is inevitably displayed or hidden. The unit
set will be open and the “truth” will have to work harder to hide, while in the garden the truth can flow
effortlessly or be mixed up in lies. This scenic design will be more subtle but will speak to the concept of
questioning the truth.
The sound of the show will showcase the blending in required of those in Victorian society. The
idea of truth masqueraded by manners will be reflected in the musical elements such as Algy’s piano
pieces, the intermission music and the closing music of the show.
The lighting will be more stark and bright in the first and third Act showcasing the bold lies and
bold truths. The garden of Act 2 will have more color mixed into the lighting scheme giving the illusion
of the struggle for truth and how messy it becomes for the characters in that act.
The costumes of the characters who have truths to hide will seem bold and obvious compared to
the characters who are living their truth already. For example, Algy will go out of his way to be
flamboyant and noticeable, while others like Lady Bracknell feel comfortable in their own sense of the
truth and don’t feel the need to impress.
This search for truth will be evident in the choices of the actors as well as the technical elements
throughout the show. The truth will at times seem easily concealed by society’s stipulations or upset and
revealed by a character’s need to fit in.
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A: Initial Event and Conflict Framing Analysis

Event
●

John Worthing grapples with the truth of who he really is and who is he pretending to be to fit
into society. He is faced with the backlash as his alter ego, Ernest Worthing, is exposed by his
best friend, Algernon Moncrieff, to his ward Cecily and fiancé Gwendoline Fairfax.

Protagonist
●

John Worthing, a man in his late 20s, upper class and relatively wealthy. He seeks acceptance and
through his many mistakes, he finds that he’s exactly where he’s supposed to be, with his family.

Inciting Incident
●

John (Ernest) Worthing comes to visit Algernon Moncreiff in the City in order to run into
Gwendoline Fairfax so that he might propose to her. Algernon uses this opportunity to investigate
the matter of the inscription in Ernest’s cigarette case, leading him to find out about Ernest’s
double life.

Complications
●

Gwendoline accepts John’s hand in marriage, but under the guise that his name is Ernest. Lady
Bracknell will also not let him marry Gwendoline until he acquires some relations.

●

Algernon shows up at John’s country house under the name of Ernest when John was breaking
the news to Prism and Reverend Chasuble that his brother Ernest had died in Paris.

●

Gwendoline comes to visit John at his country house, running into Cecily, who outs John for not
actually being Ernest.

●

Lady Bracknell shows up at the country house in search of Gwendoline and is forbidding John to
marry Gwendoline.

●

Cecily’s infatuation with Ernest before she even meets him and her relationship with Algernon
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Crisis
●

John is forced to come clean about his double life to Gwendoline and Cecily who are devastated
because they are not actually engaged to an Ernest after all.

Climax
●

Lady Bracknell’s arrival at the Manor House and recognition of Miss Prism as the person who
was in charge of a baby twenty-seven years ago.

Denouement
●

Turns out the baby was John as evidenced by the handbag and John is Algernon’s brother.

Final Event
●

After looking in the Army Lists of the period, John discovers that his name was Ernest all along.

●

Algernon Moncrieff is engaged to Cecily Cardew.

●

Ernest Moncrieff (John Worthing) is engaged to Gwendoline Fairfax.

●

Reverend Chasuble and Miss Prism express they have feelings for each other.
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B: Previous Actions
Events listed took place prior to the start of the play and are referenced in the play.

●

John Worthing made frequent visits to town under the name of Ernest Worthing
○

●

ALGY. You always told me your name was Ernest (14).

John lost a cigarette case with an inscription inside, which he had been desperately looking for.
○

JACK. I have been writing frantic letters to Scotland Yard about it. I was nearly offering
a large reward (13).

●

John has dined on several occasions with his friend, Algernon Moncrieff.
○

ALGY. Oh, by the way, Lane, I see from your book that on Thursday night, when Lord
Shoreham and Mr. Worthing were dining with me…(9-10).

●

John Worthing has been flirting with Gwendoline Fairfax.
○

ALGY. My dear fellow, the way you flirt with Gwendoline is perfectly disgraceful. It is
almost as bad as the way Gwendoline flirts with you. (11).

●

Algernon has been traveling to the country whenever he liked by pretending to visit his imaginary
invalid friend, Bunbury.
○

ALGY. I have invented an invaluable permanent invalid called Bunbury, in order that I
may go down to the country whenever I choose (16).

●

John Worthing does not know his true relations as he was found as a baby in a handbag in a
cloakroom at Victoria Station, the Brighton line, by the late Thomas Cardew.
○

●

JACK. I don’t actually know who I am, by birth. I was---well---I was found (25).

John is the guardian to Cecily Cardew, his eighteen-year-old ward.
○

JACK. Well, old Mr. Thomas Cardew, who adopted me when I was a little boy, made
me, in his will, guardian to his granddaughter, Miss Cecily Cardew (15).
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●

John owns a house in Belgrave square (B4, The Albany) and a house in the country (The Manor
House, Woolton, Hertfordshire).
○

JACK. I have a country house with some land, of course, attached to it---about fifteen
hundred acres, I believe (25).

○

JACK. Well I own a house in Belgrave Square, but it is let by the year to Lady Bloxham
(25).

●

Cecily Cardew is tutored by her governess, Mis Prism.
○

JACK. Cecily, who addresses me as her uncle...lives at my place in the country, under the
charge of her admirable governess, Miss Prism (15).

○
●

MISS PRISM. Cecily, you will read your “Political Economy” in my absence… (35).

Cecily Cardew had been writing letters to herself from Ernest, and according to her letters, they
became engaged on the fourteenth of June.
○

CECILY. On the fourteenth of June last...after a long struggle with myself, I accepted
you here (46).

○
●

CECILY. I remember only too well that I was forced to write your letters for you (47).

Miss Prism was in charge of a baby twenty-seven years ago, which she mistakenly placed in a
handbag in the cloakroom at Victoria Station, the Brighton line.
○

LADY BRACKNELL. Twenty-seven years ago, Prism, you left Lord Bracknell’s house,
number 104, Upper Grosvenor Street, in charge of a perambulator that contained a baby
of the male sex (69).

○

MISS PRISM. In a moment of mental abstraction, I deposited the manuscript in the
bassinet and placed the baby in the handbag...in the cloakroom at Victoria Station---The
Brighton line (70).

●

Algernon’s mother had another son, an elder brother to Algernon.
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○

LADY BRACKNELL. You are the son of my poor sister, Mrs. Moncrieff, and
consequently Algernon’s elder brother (53).
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C: Given Circumstances

GEOGRAPHICAL/DATES
The Importance of Being Earnest takes place in London, England, at Algernon Moncrieff’s flat
on Half Moon Street as well as John Worthing’s Manor House in Woolton, Hertfordshire, England. The
play takes place around 1895. Act I takes place in Algernon’s sitting room of his flat at approximately tea
time, around 5 o’clock. Act II takes place in the garden and morning-room of the Manor House the next
day. The time of year seems to be spring since Cecily takes her studies outside in the garden and Chasuble
and Prism take strolls to the school yards. Spring signifies freshness, new beginnings and love, which are
all addressed in this play.

Act

Location

Time of Day

1

Algernon’s sitting room

Around 5 pm

2

The garden at the Manor House

The next day, Afternoon

3

The morning-room at the Manor
House

Immediately following,
Afternoon
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ECONOMIC
The play mainly deals with those of the upper class, and those high among English society. John,
who was adopted by the late Thomas Cardew, inherited a decent amount of money and land in his
predecessor’s will. His income is “between seven and eight thousand a year” while also owning two
houses, “a country house with some land...fifteen hundred acres… “a house in Belgrave Square” (24-25).
Lady Bracknell seems pleased when she interviews him about his finances. She also changes her mind
about Algy marrying Cecily when she learns of her large inheritance, “ A moment, Mr. Worthing. A
hundred and thirty thousand pounds! And in the funds! Miss Cardew seems to be a most attractive young
lady, now that I look at her” (65). The characters are all well off, with the exception of the rector, Miss
Prism, and the servants who would be among the lower and middle classes. Money is important when
choosing a husband or wife, but in other ways trivial in the play. Algy seems to be wealthy but has no
fortune, while John’s current financial status is under scrutiny from Lady Bracknell. Algy is referred to as
being an “Oxonian,” a person who attended Oxford University, which is still a prestigious school.

POLITICAL
Politics of the time are rarely mentioned in The Importance of Being Earnest but form the basis of
the views of its characters. Lady Bracknell seems influenced by the politics of the time in her views of the
eligibility of John Worthing. Her reference to the “Radical Papers” suggests that she keeps up with the
People’s Paper, that was written by the people for the people (25) . She is knowledgeable of the Paper’s
views, which suggests that she is very connected to politics as they impact society. Cecily also mentions
“the agricultural depression” when speaking to Gwendoline (53). This refers to the economic depression
in England in the 1870s that caused the aristocracy some trouble since their money mainly lied in land
ownership. Politics defines the classes in which is central to the plot of the play concerning John’s
history.

SOCIAL
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The Importance of Being Earnest centers on upper class English society and takes place in a time
when the wealthy were either of aristocratic birth or rose up in society because of their position in the
world of commerce. The main characters do not work but attend and plan social events such as parties
and dinners. The luxury of frequent travel back and forth from the city and country denotes a relaxedness
about the passing of time.
Lady Bracknell is very concerned with John’s social possibilities when she interviews John, but
the fact that he has no relations does not bode well for his chances of marrying Gwendoline. His lack of
parents means there is no determining his place in the upper or lower classes of society.
The view is that society is everything and even the characters like Algy and John, who scoff at
societal pressures, abide by its rules. Algy dresses to fit into society and criticizes John, who’s fashion
sense he’s embarrassed by. He seems repulsed by John’s lack of fashion sense, “ I never saw anybody
take so long to dress, and with such little result” (44). Algy justifies his eating and drinking with the
properness exampled by society and what is widely acceptable. Algy is more of a businessman than a
lover, “ I call that business...I really don’t see anything romantic about proposing...Why, one may be
accepted...Then the excitement is all over” (11-12). Though Algy criticizes society’s views of marriage,
he points out on multiple occasions how John is not following the rules of society by marrying
Gwendoline. He remarks, “Well in the first place, girls never marry the men they flirt with. Girls don’t
think it right” (12). John functions within society by making up an entire alter ego in order to keep his
name respectful as guardian of his ward, Cecily. He explains, “when one is placed in the position of
guardian, one has to adopt a very high moral tone on all subjects...And as a high moral tone can hardly be
said to conduce very much to one’s health or happiness...I have always pretended to have a younger
brother of the name of Ernest” (15). The two men are resisting society in some way. John resists his
responsibilities and relies on lies, while Algy resists conventional marriage and love.
Societal differences are the first thing that Cecily and Gwendoline, miffed that they seem to be
engaged to the same person, squabble over. They immediately insult each other’s place in society and use
it as a weapon against each other. When it's discovered that they are both engaged to Ernest Gwendoline
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remarks, “I am glad to say that I have never seen a spade. It is obvious our social spheres have been
widely different” (52). Cecily jabs back with an insult on city living, “That is what the newspapers call
agricultural depression, is it not? I believe the aristocracy are suffering very much from it just at present”
(53). The two women, who just a moment before had vowed to be “great friends,” turn against each other
when the potentiality of marriage is threatened (49).
Chasuble and Prism belong to the working class and have slightly different views than those of
the other characters. Prism is especially disgusted with the tales of Ernest that Cecily seems so infatuated
with. Both her and Chasuble make their opinions known of the poorer classes when referencing the
amount of christenings Chasuble performs, “MISS PRISM. It is, I regret to say, one of the rector’s most
constant duties in his parish. I have often spoken to the poorer classes on the subject. But they don’t seem
to know what thrift is” (40). Lane and Merriman, the butlers, appear to think that their lives do not
intersect with those of the household. Lane, though Algy asks, keeps his comments about his life to
himself and Merriman blindly follows orders no matter how ridiculous. Lane when commenting on his
family life states, “It is not a very interesting subject. I never think of it myself” (10). The serving men
seem to keep a healthy distance from the affairs of the household, but participate in it nonetheless.
Society defines the relations between the characters of this play, but also challenges them to
examine the society that they live in. This play is satirical in nature and comments on the societal
demands of the period, calling into question its traditions and eccentricities.

RELIGIOUS
The predominant religion of the play is that of Christianity, being that Reverend Canon Chasuble
appears to be the local rector of Woolton, Hertfordshire. The standards of the Anglican church seem to be
respected but loosely abided by. The social practices of the church seem to be more of a social construct
rather than devoted to. Lady Bracknell remarks, “Every luxury that money could buy, including
christening, had been lavished on you by your fond and doting parents” (53). The family spared no
expense in following with the traditions of the church, if even to keep up appearances. The implication at
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the end that Prism is an unwed mother shows that the standards of the church still hold ground in John’s
mind, “Unmarried! I do not deny that this is a serious blow. But after all, who has the right to cast a stone
against one who has suffered? Cannot repentance wipe out an act of folly?” (71). John’s words are almost
biblical as he wrestles with the possible truth of his birth. The priest’s function in the story seems to be a
moral but humorous one, especially when his celibacy is questioned. The idea of a celibate priest is
satired when Prism warns Chasuble that his unavailability makes him more desirable, “And you do not
seem to realize, dear Doctor, that by persistently remaining single, a man converts himself into a
permanent public temptation” (38). This further supports the conclusion that the characters of The
Importance of Being Earnest loosely follow the church’s guidelines.

POLAR ATTITUDES
John Worthing:
John is introduced in the beginning of the play as someone who feels he has to deceive in order to
keep his social standing and preserve moral order in his life. He begrudgingly admits his double identity
to his friend Algernon, but when asked if he would reveal the same to Gwendoline, he responded, “JACK.
My dear fellow, the truth isn’t quite the sort of thing one tells to a nice, sweet, refined girl” (28). John
doesn’t feel that the truth is what sets a person free. It is the ability to move among the lies and figure out
how everything can still work out in his favor. John’s whole life has been formulated by others, he
doesn’t know where he came from so he, in a way, was born a lie. This nonchalance with the truth is
evident throughout the play, especially when John goes to the length of fabricating the death of his
“brother Ernest.” It’s in the unraveling of these lies that John’s vulnerability is uncovered. His frustration
leads to more of his true self being open to the world. This is not a pleasant feeling for John which is why
his remark at the end of the play is so poignant. He says, “JACK. Gwendoline, it is a terrible thing for a
man to find out that all his life he has been speaking nothing but the truth” (54). The very notion that he
might have been telling the truth all along is horrifying and foreign to John who has always been very
comfortable lying about his identity. The fact that he embraces the truth, and his journey to find the truth,
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shows that he has developed as a character. His quest to fit into high society, and not feel like an outsider
whose pretending, is complete.

Algernon Moncrieff:
Algernon’s attitude at the beginning of the play is that he will be a lifelong bachelor and he
enjoys it very much. His remarks to his butler of, “ALGY. Is marriage so demoralizing as that?” speak to
a sort of disgust with those who join themselves with another willingly. He is overjoyed to find that John
holds the same need in his life to lie to others as Algy does. Algy lies for pleasure and to make others
squirm. He holds high regard for a degree of deception, especially in marriage. This holds true is his
statements, “ALGY. A man who marries without knowing Bunbury has a very tedious time of it” and
“...in married life three is company and two is none” (17). Algy abhors the idea of marrying anyone and
believes that his sense of adventure and pleasure would be taken away from him. In the spirit of
mischievousness and fun he poses as John’s brother and visits John’s country residence. Though his
intentions were to just have a bit of fun, he seems to have met his match in Cecily. He sings a different
tune about marriage in his remarks after their first few encounters. When confronted about his motives, he
responds, “ALGY. Well, I simply wanted to be engaged to Cecily. I adore her,” and on the subject of his
imaginary invalid friend, he abruptly says, “ALGY. Bunbury doesn’t live here at the moment. In fact,
Bunbury is dead” (57, 63). Algy’s attitude towards matrimony changes when he meets someone who
matches his wit, who he finds irresistibly attractive and who might be a little bit crazy. All this changes
the confirmed bachelor into a hopeful romantic at last.

Cecily Cardew:
Cecily is introduced as a curious, hopeless romantic girl. She is fascinated with uniqueness and
becomes increasingly fascinated with Ernest. In her interactions with Algy, who’s posing as Jack’s
brother with whom she’s been obsessed, she reveals a capricious and flirty nature. Underneath this
innocent persona is a girl who is very serious about the idea of marriage. She expresses to Algy,
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“CECILY. it had always been a girlish dream of mine to love someone whose name was Ernest...I pity
any poor married woman whose husband is not called Ernest” (47). Cecily recognizes the silliness of this
notion and how it may be naive of her to think this wish would come true. Though she seems resilient in
the fact that Algy’s name must be Ernest in order to accept her hand in marriage, she is quick to release
the idea when presented with the possibility of marrying no one. Lady Bracknell and John disagree about
her fitness for marriage and her grandfather had specifically said that Cecily would not legally come of
age until age thirty-five. Cecily’s unease is expressed in this question, “ALGY. Algy, could you wait for
me til I am thirty-five?” (67). He could wait, but she couldn’t. By the end of the play, Cecily seems to
have forgotten all about the name Ernest and is just glad to be marrying Algy, as he seemed quite fine
with her girlish imaginations - ring, letters, engagements and all.

Lady Bracknell:
Lady Bracknell is introduced as a very headstrong, no nonsense woman in the beginning of the
play. When it’s uncovered that her daughter Gwendoline has formed a romantic attachment to John, she is
resolute in dismissing the alliance. His unfortunate account of his adoption gives Lady Bracknell just
another reason to refuse his offer. She remarks, “LADY BRACKNELL. You can hardly imagine that I
and Lord Bracknell would dream of allowing our only daughter--a girl brought up with the utmost care-to marry into a cloakroom, and form an alliance with a handbag” (27). She is focused on societal and
familial connections, and when it seems that John has none to speak of, she cannot fathom a life with him
for her daughter.
Lady Bracknell’s attitude shifts when it’s presented that Cecily Cardew, who wishes to marry her
nephew Algy, has had a large fortune left to her by her late grandfather. Her immediate dismissal of the
girl changes direction, “LADY BRACKNELL. A hundred and thirty thousand pounds. And in the funds.
Miss Cardew seems to be a most attractive lady, now that I look at her” (65). The idea that her nephew
could get his hands on this money would in turn make herself richer. This marks a slight shift in Lady
Bracknell’s attitude towards John and his family.
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Reverend Chasuble:
The Reverend seems to have a small crush on Cecily’s governess, Miss Prism, but in response to
her inquiry about his openness to marriage, he uses the church as the entity that is holding him from
acting on his desires. He says, “CHASUBLE. The precept, as well as the practice, of the Primitive Church
was distinctly against matrimony” (38). Chasuble seems quite infatuated with Miss Prism but his true
desires are not expressed until the end of the play when he cries “Laetitia!” and she cries, “Canon! At
last!” and they embrace. Chasuble, who seemed nervous and a bit ashamed of his crush in the beginning,
fully surrenders to his feelings and feels comfortable expressing it publicly.

Miss Prism:
Miss Prism is introduced as a morally upstanding character who looks down on those she deems
dishonorable. She is especially disgusted by “that unfortunate young man” Ernest Worthing (33). She’s
very opinionated and shares her thoughts openly with the household. This is why it’s rather shocking to
find out that she’s been harboring a deep secret for almost thirty years. The events of that day, twentyseven years ago, are “forever branded on [her] memory” and it seems like, though she’s been dishing out
judgement on others’ behavior, she has committed some sins of her own (70). Though Miss Prism does
seem repentant at the end of the play, she mostly seems grateful to be reunited with her handbag. Though
she does take delight in the affections of Chasuble, uttering “MISS PRISM. Canon! At last!” when they
finally embrace, giving the impression she’s been waiting an awfully long time for him to come around
(54).
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D: Dialogue Analysis
Overall, the dialogue in The Importance of Being Earnest is eloquent, wordy and of that of high society
England. The words are flippant, and characters can often be considered long-winded. The speech by the
older generations such as Lady Bracknell seem to border on sermons or lessons, while that of the younger
generation are more moral quips and epigrams. The characters adopt a carefulness with which they speak
most of the time, but when they are shocked or caught off guard, their speech becomes more off the cuff
and conversational. This play provides an example of high society behind closed doors, still aware of
society’s ever present gaze but letting their guard down a bit as well.

John Worthing
John speaks with a sense of having to prove his worth to others, which correlates nicely with his
last name being “Worthing.” In the presence of those who he believes are of a station above him in
society, he speaks methodically and thoughtfully. When in the presence of those of a lower or similar
station, he speaks off-handedly and casually, often coming off a bit rough in nature. In his constant
bickering with Algy, John’s emotions often get the best of him, “JACK. Well, at any rate, that is better
than being always overdressed, as you are” (44). His pride, whether wounded or puffed up, is expressed
through his word choices and his emotions are easily seen.
John is very aware of his reputation and takes great pride in concealing or revealing it when it
suits him. He has a difficult time keeping his feelings concealed when he is angry, “JACK. Nothing will
induce me to take his hand. I think his coming down here is disgraceful. He knows perfectly well why”
(42-43). He adopts a reactive state in his language when this power of concealing or revealing seems to be
in jeopardy. He relies on the fact that he can control how others see him, and when out of control, his
words are passionate and raw, compared to the thoughtful man he wishes others to see him as.
John adopts an authoritative tone when he feels that he knows more than those around him, or
when he feels he has to be the voice of reason. He especially enjoys besting Lady Bracknell in a game of
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wits, “JACK. Pray excuse me, Lady Bracknell, for interrupting you again…” (67). His speech becomes
somber and reflective in these moments, as well as when he’s perpetuating a lie of his own invention.
When speaking to others, John is very affected by how he views that person. For example:
●

Towards Algernon: John is very brash in his interactions with Algy and adopts a ‘holier-thanthou’ attitude that makes his speech come off flippant, short and conversational. Even though he
likes Algy as a person, he doesn’t take him seriously, and this comes through in the way he
addresses him. His attitude is specially revealed when Algy pushes his buttons, “JACK. Algy, I
have already told you to go. I don’t want you here. Why don’t you go?” (59).

●

Towards Gwendoline: John’s words take on a flowery quality and are carefully chosen in the
presence of his beloved, Gwendoline. He admires her and wants to please her so his speech is
carefully reviewed in his mind as to not to upset her. Even when proposing, he is very careful of
his words, “JACK. You know I love you, and you led me to believe, Miss Fairfax, that you were
not absolutely indifferent to me” (22).

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: John is intimidated by Lady Bracknell because he believes she is of a
higher station in society and because she holds the power in the decision regarding Gwendoline’s
hand in marriage. He speaks with a careful, but proud tone with her, making sure to appear a
strong man, but also a worthy suitor to Gwendoline. During her interview of him as a worthy
suitor, he seeks ways to establish his manliness, “JACK. Thank you, Lady Bracknell. I prefer
standing” (24). His speech takes on a timidness when first introduced to her; however, this seems
to dissipate when he finds himself in a more powerful position than her.

●

Towards Cecily: John is very protective of Cecily and when speaking to her or about her, he takes
on a “Papa Bear” quality of speech. When he disapproves of Algy’s courtship of her, he makes
his feelings known, “JACK. As for your conduct toward Miss Cardew, I must say that your
taking in a sweet, simple innocent girl like that is inexcusable. To say nothing of the fact that she
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is my ward” (57). His words become definitive and hold strength as if to lay down the law that
she must be protective. He wants the best for her and does regard her as a daughter.
●

Towards Chasuble: John respects Chasuble as a Man of God, but only really speaks to him
seriously when he needs something from him. He recognizes the importance of the Reverend but
has an off-handed haughtiness about his speech when imploring him to christen him, “JACK. Oh!
I don’t see much fun in being christened along with other babies. It would be childish” (41).

●

Towards Miss Prism: Miss Prism works for John, and John is very thankful for her presence in
the home. Their relationship is open but John still regards her as that of a lower station and speaks
to her as such, “JACK. Miss Prism, this is a matter of no small importance to me. I insist on
knowing where you deposited the handbag” (70). When he wants something from her, his speech
becomes emotional and raw, with none of the airs of society attached.

●

Towards Merriman: John adopts a no-nonsense authorative quality to his speech in the few times
he addresses Merriman, “JACK. Merriman, order the dogcart at once” (43). Their relationship
seems strictly business and John seems to prefer it that way.

Algernon Moncrieff
Algy has a very laid-back quality in his speech, but it is evident that he was born into luxury and
surrounded by high society all of his life because of the naturalness in which he speaks. He has a casual
way of addressing his peers but can turn on his charming, high society, posh way of speaking in a
moment’s notice. His speech when it comes to his friend John comes off particularly playful, and he loves
to taunt him, “ALGY. Well, my dear fellow, you need not eat it as if you were going to eat it all. You
behave as if you were married to her already. You are not married to her already, and I don’t think you
ever will be” (12). He has a particular air about him that gives off the quality that he feels everything
revolves around him. When he speaks, he knows that others will listen, and they listen, regardless of how
they feel about him, “ALGY. I haven’t the smallest intention of doing anything of the kind. To begin
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with, I dined there on Monday, and once a week is quite enough to dine with one’s own relations” (16).
He exudes confidence, experience and wisdom when he speaks but still has a bad-boy ruggedness that
would make girls giggle.
Algy is very aware of his effect on people and uses his language to press their buttons. He enjoys
watching others squirm as he holds an attitude that nothing affects him. His language is easy and poetic in
nature and one feels enchanted by his words. In his flirtation with Cecily, he lays on the charm thick,
“ALGY. They are a snare that every sensible man would like to be caught in” (38).
Algy’s relaxed nature makes people either tense or relaxed around him. Either one is intrigued by
his mystery and clever language, or one is repelled and disgusted. His charm oozes in each word, and his
utter lack of responsibility is evident in the way he addresses people. His charm annoys and angers John,
while Cecily and Lady Bracknell seem entranced and feel he can do no wrong. He knows how to
manipulate and charm those of a higher station and is not easily intimidated.
Depending on the person, Algy is confident that he will get what he wants, and uses language to
persuade them in seeing it his way.
●

Towards John: Algy is amused and intrigued by John and uses his language to push his buttons,
judge him, and make John do what he wants, “ALGY. Have you told Gwendoline that you have
an excessively pretty ward who is only just eighteen?” (28). Algy appreciates John as a friend,
and this is evident in the way he interacts with him, “ALGY. I certainly won’t leave you as long
as you are in mourning. It would be most unfriendly. If I were in mourning, you would stay with
me, I suppose” (44). Algy also loves a good game and adopts a playful, nonchalant tone in his
dialogue with John and seems to only get happier when this annoys John.

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: Algy knows the kind of nephew Lady Bracknell sees him as and when
it suits him, adopts his language to match her perceptions of him, “ALGY. I am greatly
distressed, Aunt Augusta, about there being no cucumbers--not even for ready money” (18). He
knows that she secretly adores him and that in her eyes, he really can do no wrong, so he
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manipulates and appeases her as he likes. This is evident in his interactions with her, whether he
wants her to believe him or do something for him,
“ALGY. Cecily is the sweetest, dearest, prettiest girl in the whole world. And I don’t care
twopence about social possibilities” (65).
●

Towards Cecily: Algy is instantly intrigued by Cecily and is surprised that she can match his
wits. His manner of speech becomes highly romantic and even more poetic in her presence and he
aims to impress her, which he only does half the time, “ALGY. I hope, Cecily, I shall not offend
you if I state quite frankly and openly that you seem to be in every way the visible personification
of absolute perfection” (45). She is the only one whose opinion he cares about in this play and
his confidence is briefly shaken by her, “ALGY. You’ll never break off our engagement,
Cecily?” (47).

●

Towards Lane: Algy seems to share an easy-going relationship with his butler, Lane. He is
inquisitive in his speech towards him but also with a degree of respect. Though he does regard
Lane as being a lower class, his language towards him evokes trust and a familiar quality of those
who have known each other for a while, “ALGY. Lane you are a perfect pessimist” (31).

●

Towards Gwendoline: Algy regards his cousin with passing interest and their interactions are like
those who have grown up with each other, “CECILY. Really, Gwendoline, I don’t think I can
allow this at all” (29). He takes on a teasing quality to his speech and when speaking of her, he is
mildly protective of her when it suits him.

Cecily Cardew
Cecily has a youthful quality to her speech and has a more conversational quality in her voice
than the adults in her company. She speaks her mind at every opportunity and knows her language is
something to be used to achieve her goals, “CECILY. No, dear Miss Prism, I know that, but I felt
instinctively that you had a headache. Indeed, I was thinking about it, and not about my German lesson,
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when the dear rector came in” (34). She uses flattery and her position as a young, easily impressed girl
when she wants something, but then takes pride in being eighteen, a person on the cusp of adulthood.
Cecily’s language is clever and well acquainted with the manners of the higher classes. Despite her efforts
against it, her youth exposes itself in her reactive nature and utter fascination with those she has not met,
“CECILY. You, I see from your card, are Uncle Jack’s brother--My Cousin Ernest. My wicked Cousin
Ernest” (36). When speaking with others, Cecily adopts different strategies in getting her way.
●

Towards Miss Prism: Cecily respects Prism while also addressing her with a casual whininess in
which one would address a mother-figure in her life, “CECILY. But I don’t like German. It isn’t
at all a becoming language. I know perfectly well that I always look quite plain after my German
lesson” (32). The relaxedness in her speech suggests long hours arguing with Prism, and her
desire to see Prism happy, albeit for her own gain, is evident in her flattery and forthrightness.

●

Towards Chasuble: Cecily plays the part of an innocent girl with Chasuble, and obviously in
reverence to his station. Despite this, she still is manipulative in his presence, if only to rid Prism
of her duties in tutoring her, “CECILY. Miss Prism has just been complaining of a slight
headache. I think it would do her so much good to have a short stroll with you in the park, Dr.
Chasuble” (34).

●

Towards Algernon: Cecily is careful to not let her deep fascination with Algy take over her, but
her extreme flirtation and inexperience gives her away, “CECILY. I don’t think it can be right for
you to talk to me like that. Miss Prism never says such things to me” (38). She is instantly
attracted to Algy’s charm and though she plays hard to get, she can’t wait to get close to him.

●

Towards John: Cecily capitalizes on the fact that John sees her as a daughter, but she also has a
fondness for her uncle, “CECILY. Uncle Jack, if you don’t shake hands with Ernest, I will never
forgive you” (43). She wishes the best for him and through her speech towards him, you can tell
they have a loving relationship and she sees him as a father figure in her life.
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●

Towards Gwendoline: Though Cecily does not seem to have many female friends, she is quick to
put her guard up when Gwendoline threatens Cecily’s perfect world that she’s invented for
herself, “CECILY. It would distress me more than I can tell you, dear Gwendoline, if it caused
you any mental of physical anguish, but I feel bound to point out that since Ernest proposed to
you he has clearly changed his mind” (51). Cecily’s language takes on a condescending, sarcastic
tone with Gwendoline in their first meeting, but then transforms into something akin to friendship
by the end of the play.

●

Towards Merriman: It appears that Cecily spends the majority of her time at the country house
with Merriman and Prism, so their relationship seems friendly, “CECILY. I don’t quite like
women who are interested in philanthropic work. I think it is so forward of them” (48). Cecily
speaks openly to Merriman and Merriman seems accustomed to her willfulness.

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: Cecily uses her youthful charm in her language towards Lady
Bracknell and seeks to impress her, “CECILY. Well I am really only eighteen, but I always admit
to twenty when I go to evening parties” (67). Regarding her as the key to her happiness, Cecily’s
language is polite and respectful towards the older guests.

Gwendoline Fairfax
Gwendoline’s language matches her station as one of the upper classes of society. She speaks
with a constant politeness but also has a rather bossy, controlling tone which she uses to persuade those
around her to see things her way, “GWENDOLINE. Pray don’t talk to me about the weather Mr.
Worthing. Whenever people talk to me about the weather, I feel quite certain that they mean something
else, and that makes me so nervous” (20). Her quality of speech is thorough like her mother’s, Lady
Bracknell, while also holding manners and respectful language to the highest standard.
Gwendoline has different modes of speaking which she changes based on who she’s speaking to.
She keeps her cards close to her chest and shares them when the situation suits her best,
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“GWENDOLINE. Well, to speak with perfect candor, Cecily, I wish you were fully forty and more that
usually plain for your age” (50). Her words take on a flowery and extravagant tone when she is meaning
to impress and a passionate and poetic quality when she’s expressing her true feelings.
Her speech lends itself to her romantic nature and it seems she reads a lot to escape to worlds she
fancies more than her own. She is careful in her speech and always seems to make situations about her.
●

Towards Algernon: Gwendoline prides herself on being better than her cousin and
addresses him in the familial way cousins in high society do, “GWENDOLINE. I am
always smart” (18). She has respect for him, but rarely shows it and her speech towards
him conveys a relationship where they only interact when it’s necessary.

●

Towards John: Gwendoline knows she holds a certain power over John and this is
evident in the kind, but forceful tone she takes with him, “GWENDOLINE. Yes, I am
quite aware of that fact. And I often wish that in public, at any rate, you had been more
demonstrative” (21). It seems he has little choice in the matter of marrying her but she
manipulates him into thinking it was his idea. She loves him and adores him, but her
language also suggests she knows she can control him as well.

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: Gwendoline seems to fear her mother ,and though she does
speak back to her, it’s half-hearted and her resilience doesn’t last long, “GWENDOLINE.
Yes, Mamma” (24). Gwedoline’s usual bossy tone is gone in front of her mother, who
Gwendoline dare not disobey. Gwendoline respects her mother but her language to others
also suggests that she wishes to be free of her.

●

Towards Cecily: Gwendoline is instantly intimidated by Cecily’s presence and though
she never falters in her constant politeness, she passive aggressively lets her feelings be
known about Cecily in their tense meeting, “GWENDOLINE. Ernest has a strong and
upright nature...But even men of the noblest possible character are extremely susceptible
to the influence of the physical charms of others” (50). She speaks down to her as that of
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a lower class but when it suits her she embraces her with a loving, older sister quality in
her speech.

Reverend Canon Chasuble
Chasuble has a friendly, loving quality in his speech to all characters as that of a Christian rector
would. He seeks to see the best in people and holds his place of having a moral responsibility to the
community very seriously, “CHASUBLE. You would no doubt wish me to make some slight allusion to
this tragic domestic affliction next Sunday” (40). His speech is fluid, well-versed in scripture and can
often be long winded.
He seems to find the craziness of the Manor exciting and his reactions are emotional in nature
though he does his best to keep them in check, “CHASUBLE. These are very joyful tidings” (42). He is
fascinated by the lives of Miss Prism, Cecily, and John, and in his speech towards them, he regards them
with the utmost respect.
Chasuble views his role as someone who can lend a comforting ear, but also gets caught up in the
ways of the world. His fascination with the events in the Manor and his speech towards those who live
there conveys a sense that he is living vicariously through its occupants.
●

Towards Miss Prism: Chasuble greatly respects Miss Prism and his language suggests that he
seeks to impress her, “CHASUBLE. Were I fortunate enough to be Miss Prism’s pupil I would
hang upon her lips” (34). He likes being liked, maybe a little too much, and enjoys her
compliments. His speech takes on a tender quality that suggests that he wishes the situation was
different between them.

●

Towards Cecily: Chasuble has an almost grandfatherly tone when speaking to Cecily,
“CHASUBLE. I hope Cecily, you are not inattentive” (34). He admires her will and takes pride in
her accomplishments. His playful quality of speech suggests that he’s seen her grow up over the
years.
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●

Towards John: Chasuble’s manner of speech towards John suggests a deep respect for the man.
His willingness to help with John’s brother's funeral communicates that he is a family friend, and
not just the local rector, “CHASUBLE. Oh, no! You need have no apprehensions. Sprinkling is
all that is necessary, or indeed, I think, advisable” (41). His speech towards John expresses the
fact that he holds him in high regard for taking in Cecily as his ward and employing Miss Prism.

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: In his brief interaction with Lady Bracknell at the end of the play,
Chasuble is respectful even in his confusion, “CHASUBLE. She is the most cultivated of ladies,
and the very picture of respectability” (69). He recognizes those of a higher station and addresses
them with the same respect as he does others.

Miss Prism
Miss Prism, being a teacher and governess, has a knowledgeable quality to her speech. Her
history suggests that she was well-educated and employed by the finest upper class families, “MISS
PRISM. I do not think that even I would produce any effect on a character that, according to his own
brother’s admission, is irretrievably weak and vacillating” (33). She is straightforward and well-meaning
in her speech and seeks to educate and advise in most of her interactions with the other characters.
She additionally seems to allow herself to dream and in her speech it’s evident that she once
wished she had a different life altogether, “MISS PRISM. Do not speak slightingly of novels, Cecily. I
wrote one myself in earlier days” (34). She demonstrates in her quality of speech that she has many
opinions on every aspect of the Manor household and reveals as such to those that also live there.
Miss Prism expresses a degree of control in her communication with others and whose opinion is
usually highly regarded. She does change her manner of speaking depending on who she’s speaking with
and how she can relay her thoughts to them.
●

Towards Cecily: Miss Prism has a no-nonsense way of speaking to Cecily that suggests that she
does spend the most time with her, “MISS PRISM. To your work, child; these speculations are
profitless” (34). Her communication is bossy, but opinionated and she seeks for Cecily to respect
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her as a teacher. She is also easily swayed by Cecily’s charm and her openness with her thoughts
does get the best of her at times when speaking with Cecily.
●

Towards Chasuble: Prism holds great admiration for the rector and demonstrates as much in her
tenderness when speaking to him. She is still very opinionated and expressed as such to the
Reverend while also making it obvious that her feelings are more than just friendly towards him,
“MISS PRISM. Men should be more careful; this very celibacy leads weaker vessels astray” (38).

●

Towards Algy: Miss Prism does not like Algernon and very much believes everything John has
previously said about him. When learning of John’s brother’s death, Miss Prism indicates an
attitude of triumph which conveys that she feels he received what he deserved, “MISS PRISM.
This seems to me a blessing of an extremely obvious kind” (41). When it seems he has not died,
Miss Prism’s tone is perplexed but still resolved to dislike him.

●

Towards John: Miss Prism holds great respect for her employer and feels he can do no wrong.
Her language towards him and about him is comforting, motherly and protective, “MISS PRISM.
Mr. Worthing has many troubles in his life. Idle merriment and triviality would be out of place in
his conversation” (33). She regards him as an honest, humble man and appreciates all he’s done
for Cecily.

●

Towards Lady Bracknell: Miss Prism’s usual air of superiority is instantly deflated in the
presence of Lady Bracknell. Miss Prism’s language takes on that of a timid, self-conscious
woman who wishes to be free of the guilt this interaction with Lady Bracknell brings, “JACK.
Lady Bracknell, I admit with shame that I do not know. I only wish I did” (70). Miss Prism’s
secrets, that seemed to have been long buried, are unearthed by Lady Bracknell and it is not a
pleasant experience for her.
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Lane
Lane is a servant in a wealthy bachelor’s household, and being one of the few people who has an
inside look at Algernon’s life, he and Algernon speak with a certain familiarity. Lane understands Algy’s
moods and entertains him, “LANE. I attribute it to the superior quality of the wine, sir. I have often
observed that in married households, the champagne is rarely of a first-rate brand” (10). Lane speaks with
a casualness and confidence of someone who has worked for a long time in Algernon’s household. His
dialogue is quick, witty, sharp, and graceful.

Merriman
Merriman speaks with a polished quality and gets right to the point. He seldom expresses opinion
but when he does it is as if he has worked alongside John’s family for a while and they have their inside
jokes, “Yes, Miss. He seemed very much disappointed...He said he was anxious to speak to you privately
for a moment” (36). Merriman is quick to obey and doesn’t argue. His speech is brief, clear, and disguises
his inward opinions.
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E: Analysis of Dramatic Action (Units, Moods & Tempos of the Play)

I have included my rehearsal sections layout because the script itself does not have scenes, only acts. This
is helpful for the actors as we rehearse as well as for directorial purposes when marking dramatic action.
Rehearsal Sections

Act 1

Scene 1: p. 9-17 ending with line “ALGY. it is so shallow of them”
Algy, Lane, John

Scene 2: p. 17-31
Gwendoline, Algy, John, Lane, Lady Bracknell

Act 2

Scene 1: p. 32-35 ending with line “CECILY. Horrid, horrid German!”
Cecily, Miss Prism, Chasuble

Scene 2: bottom of p. 35 line “Mr. Ernest Worthing..” - p. 38 line “CECILY. I wouldn’t know what to
talk to him about.”
Merriman, Cecily, Algy

Scene 3: p. 38 line “Where is Cecily?” - p.44 line “ALGY. being always overdressed as you are.”
Miss Prism, Chasuble, John, Cecily, Algy, Merriman
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Scene 4: p. 44 line “Ah, there you are!” - p. 48 ending with line “CECILY. I must enter his proposal in
my diary.”
Algy, Cecily, Merriman

Scene 5: p. 48 line “MERRIMAN. A Miss Fairfax” - p. 59
Merriman, Cecily, Gwendoline, John, Algy

Act 3

Scene 1: p. 60-72 (Inserted from Public Domain p.54,55)
Gwenoline, Cecily, John, Algy, Lady Bracknell, Chasuble, Miss Prism
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Act 1 Scene 1
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

1

The Idea of Marriage

●

Lane amuses
Algy

Playful

2

Friendly Banter

●

Algy
antagonizes
John

Supercilious

3

The Cigarette Case

●

Algy frustrates Curious
John
Annoyed

4

The Truth

●

John confesses Tired
to Algy
Delighted

Tempo

54

Act 1 Scene 2
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

5

Family Matters

●

Lady
Bracknell
admonishes
Algy

Tedious

6

The Proposal

●

Gwendoline
accepts John

Humorous

7

The Interview

●

Lady
Bracknell
questions John

Dominating

Tempo

Appeasing
8

Planning

●

Algy helps
John

Amused
Cranky

9

Forbidden Love

●

Hopeful

●

Gwendoline
informs John
Algy
eavesdrops

●

Algy conceals

Sneaky

10

Bunburying

Intrigued
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Act 2 Scene 1
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

11

“Horrid German!”

●

Cecily delays
Miss Prism

Sociable

12

Matchmaking

●

Cecily
encourages
Miss Prism

Playful

Tempo

56

Act 2 Scene 2
Beat

Title

Summary of
Action

Moods

13

Opposite of Boring

●

Cecily
hopes

Excitement

14

Deception Begins

●

Cecily
flirts with
Algy

Amusing

15

Sparks

●

Algy
courts
Cecily

Seductive

Tempo

57

Act 2 Scene 3
Beat
16

Title
“Severe Chill”

Summary of
Action
●
●
●

Moods

Miss
Prism
advises
John
mourns
John
inquires

Melancholy

17

“Your brother!”

●

Cecily
surprises
John

Shock

18

Brothers meet

●

Algy
angers
John

Hostile

19

Sent Away

●

John
scolds
Algy

Angry

Tempo

58

Act 2 Scene 4
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

20

Confessions of Love

●

Algy woos
Cecily

Loving

21

“Last Three Months?”

●

Cecily
captivates
Algy

Joyful

Tempo

59

Act 2 Scene 5
Beat

Title

Summary of Action

Moods

22

Friends at First

●

Gwendoline inspects
Cecily

Awkward

23

Clash

●

Cecily/Gwendoline
provoke each other

Contemptuous

24

Catfight

●

Cecily/Gwendoline
insult each other

Hostile

25

Truth Revealed

●

Rejected

●
●

Cecily/Gwendoline
question
John/Algy admit
Cecily/Gwendoline
resist

●
●

John blames Algy
Algy annoys John

Grumpy

26

Aftermath

Tempo
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Act 3 Scene 1
Beat
27

Title
“Your Christian
Names”

Summary of Action

Moods
Optimistic

●

Cecily/Gwendoline
confront
John/Algy appease

●

28

Bliss Interrupted

●

Lady Bracknell blocks

Haughty

29

“A hundred and
thirty thousand
pounds!”

●
●

Lady Bracknell flatters
John negotiates

Civil

30

Secrets

●
●
●

Lady Bracknell confronts
Prism confesses
John hopes

Enthralling

31

“A brother?”

●
●

Jack pleads
Lady Bracknell informs

Hopeful

32

“Christian
Name”

●
●

Jack searches
Lady Bracknell supports

Restless

33

“Ernest John”

●
●

John discovers
Everyone celebrates

Astonishing

Tempo
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F: Character Analysis

Character:

John Worthing
Middle-aged man
Guardian of Cecily
Friend of Algernon
Suitor of Gwendoline
Employer of Miss Prism and Merriman

Desire:
John wants most to fit into this society he’s found himself in.
He wants love and acceptance and to feel like he’s meant to live in this society.
Will:
Determined, stubborn, rash.
John will do whatever it takes to achieve his goals. He will even lie to keep his pride and
position safe, and still have a degree of freedom to be who he wants to be.

Moral Stance:
John’s morality is questionable from the start when it’s learned that he has one name in
town and another in the country.He is comfortable in his lies until they start to unravel
and he’s willing to cover them up with more lies if the case may be. Being truthful is
painful to him, but he finds that this actually brings him happiness.
Decorum:
John is conscious of his lack of innate sophistication because of his mysterious
beginnings so he goes the extra mile to blend into high society. He carries himself with
an inner pride and pretense but beneath is a vulnerable, abandoned child that just wants to
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know where he came from. He flails in finding the right thing to do each moment and his
frustration gives way to an honesty of character. Though challenged to be an upright
citizen and guardian to Cecily, he also longs for the simplicity of his man-about-town
alter ego “Ernest.”
Summary
Adjectives:
Stubborn, Determined, Expressive, Insecure, Protective, Proud, Resilient
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Character:

Algernon Moncrieff
Friend to John Worthing
Nephew to Lady Bracknell
Cousin to Gwendoline
Suitor to Cecily
Employer of Lane

Desire:
Algy desires friendship and quality companionship in his life. He puts up a front of not
caring what others think, but his actions reveal that he wants those he cares about close
and to be loved.
Will:
Persistent, stubborn, and wild. Algy does not care for the traditional way of getting what
he wants; he blazes his own path. Beneath his lackadaisical exterior, Algy has
tremendous passion for his goals and will stop at nothing to reach them. His manipulation
of others to get what he wants conveys an inner determination and self-confidence.
Moral
Stance:
Algy is honest when he feels like it. The truth is only useful when it suits him, and in all
other situations, he makes his own truth. As long as Algy gets what he wants, the truth is
relative. His moral stance is flexible and he’s okay with that.
Decorum:
Algy is very aware of what’s in style and fashion in high society. He takes great care to
look his best and has an air of pride about his appearance. He moves with obvious
confidence in himself and is regarded as good-looking. He knows he’s charming and uses
that to his advantage. Algy is rarely rattled in his confidence and keeps his true feelings
close to his chest. He’s sensitive and is brave in expressing his opinions, regardless of
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their popularity. Despite his selfishness at times, he really cares about his friend John and
wants to see him happy.
Summary
Adjectives:
Confident, Manipulative, Secretive, Charming, Loyal, Self-serving, Romantic
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Character:

Reverend Canon Frederick Chasuble
Rector in Woolton, Hertfordshire
Close Friend to Miss Prism, John, and Cecily

Desire:
Chasuble desires harmony in the Manor House and also a life with Miss Prism. Since he
is a member of the clergy, he is there to offer his advice, but does call on the Manor
House for the selfish reason of enjoying Miss Prism’s company.
Will:
Chasuble does lack a certain will power in going after what he wants. He feels torn
between the church and his innermost desires when it comes to Miss Prism. He offers
advice to the household and does his best to be agreeable to the occupants when John and
Algy want to be christened.
Moral
Stance:
Chasuble regards himself as having a high moral tone and the voice of reason in the
Manor House. Though he’s inwardly questioning his loyalty to the church’s mandate on
celibacy, he functions as the wise old man figure in the play.
Decorum:
Chasuble holds himself to a high standard, being a man of the Church. He is eloquent
when it comes to scripture and agreeable in temperament. He is highly educated but is
humble. He has judgements against Ernest which he only slightly conceals and his
flirtation with Miss Prism is concealed even less. He walks with a quiet gratitude and is
of the older generation compared to other men in the household. He speaks with
confidence, but is reactive when faced with questions he did not expect.
Summary
Adjectives:

Pious, pompous, introspective, passive
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Character:

Lady Bracknell
Mother to Gwendoline
Aunt to Algy

Desire:
Lady Bracknell desires notability in high society. She enjoys passing judgement
comparing what’s in and what’s not. She wants fame and fortune, and relishes any chance
to boast about her place in society.
Will:
Lady Bracknell is ruthless. She demands to be heard, imposes her opinions on others as
fact and is only swayed by the prospect of more wealth and notoriety. She enjoys getting
her way and is perturbed when others don’t immediately follow.
Moral
Stance:
Lady Bracknell would feel she has the utmost morality. Like her nephew, Algy, she uses
the truth when it suits her. She creates a narrative for herself where she is the ruler, and
she calls the shots. Her morality is not questioned, but she loves to question the morality
of others.
Decorum:
Lady Bracknell holds herself up as the picture of high society. She is the one who sets the
trends and determines people’s fate in society and compares herself only to the Duchess
of Bolton. She walks into a room and demands that all eyes are on her, and if the subject
of conversation is not to her liking, she feels no regret in changing it. Challenging her is
not an option for she is fearsome in the way she addresses old acquaintances and new.
She is fiercely loyal in protecting the reputation of her daughter and nephew and is
immediately decisive when it comes to matters of money.
Summary
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Adjectives:
Imposing, Confident, Opinionated, Sincere, Self-centered, Bossy, Demanding
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Character:

Gwendoline Fairfax
Daughter of Lady Bracknell
Cousin to Algy
Beloved of John

Desire:
Gwendoline desires to be married to a man who can give her everything society has to
offer. She wishes to be out from under her mother’s thumb and to pave her own way with
a trustworthy man at her side that does her bidding.
Will:
Gwendoline will stop at nothing to get her way, but knows her limits. She has set her
eyes on marrying John, also known as Ernest, and nothing will dissuade her, except of
course if his name is not Ernest. She will defend her choices to anyone and stands up to
her mother, although she also realizes that her mother has the final decision on who she
marries.
Moral
Stance:
Gwendoline takes pride in honesty, thus her obsession with the name Ernest. She
appreciates honesty of character in others but has also been caught lying to herself. She is
upfront with her opinions when it suits her, and her heated exchange with Cecily proves
that she isn’t as truthful about all her thoughts. She demands honesty from Ernest to the
very end, she will not be made a fool of.
Decorum:
Gwendoline, a child of high society, knows exactly how to present herself to others. She
takes great pride in being polite at all costs and viewed as an upstanding member of
society. She reveals her true character only in the absence of her mother Lady Bracknell
for she fears that her mother would disapprove. She follows her heart and expresses her
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feelings to John more readily than high society would think she should. She walks with
grace and beauty and enjoys the flattery from men.
Summary
Adjectives:
Poised, Smart, Manipulative, Bossy, Eager, Romantic, Expressive, Resilient
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Character:

Cecily Cardew
Ward of John Worthing
Student of Miss Prism
Beloved of Algy

Desire:
Cecily desires romance. She wants the adventure of living in high society and a man who
wants to give her everything she’s missing out on. She dreams of being whisked away
from the boring house in the country to attend parties in the city with a man on her arm.
Will:
Cecily is strong in her will when it suits her. She insists to Algy that she wouldn’t love
him if his name wasn’t Ernest but at the end of the play decides that it doesn’t matter as
much what his name is. She is headstrong and ruthless in protecting her claim to Ernest to
Gwendoline, but is easily swept up in whatever misadventure is happening around her.
Moral
Stance:
Cecily does not pride herself on being the most moral citizen in the room. She feels that
is boring. Wickedness interests her, it’s exciting. She is fascinated with the stories of
Ernest, so much so that she dreams up an engagement to him. She is moral when it suits
her and is loyal in her opinions of others. She manipulates others into getting what she
wants and relishes the fact that she holds power
over them.

Decorum:
Cecily strives to hold herself as a young lady of society, but has almost no reference to
how one should interact with others. She is brash in her exchanges, too honest and
forthright. She flirts obviously with Algy upon first meeting and throws herself into
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situations where a young lady of society would perhaps be more cautious. She’s well
read, and it shows in her exchange with Gwendoline, but she also isn’t afraid to be
spiteful and mischievous in her actions as well. Cecily brings a youthful, fresh feeling to
each room she enters and she wears her heart on her sleeve.
Summary
Adjectives:
Romantic, Determined, Strong-Willed, Flirtatious, Manipulative, Mischievous
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Character:

Miss Prism
Tutor/Governess to Cecily
Employed by John Worthing
Friend to Chasuble

Desire:
Miss Prism desires companionship. She has often felt like an outsider working for high
class families and wants to know what it’s like to be close to someone else. She is
attracted to Chasuble and wishes she could persuade him to be that person.
Will:
Miss Prism’s will is wavering. She is very opinionated and willful when the situation
does not directly concern her. She even has the audacity to suggest to Chasuble that he’s
tempting women by remaining celibate. When she is in the spotlight, she shrinks and her
will is tested. She is haunted by the mistakes of the past and seeks to escape them.
Moral
Stance:
Miss Prism is quick to pass judgement on others, but is a hypocrite when it’s found out
that her distractedness led to the misplacement of a baby twenty-seven years ago. Her
morals are high when she is an outsider, but inwardly she harbors a deep guilt.
Decorum:
Miss Prism takes pride in her knowledge as a teacher and a caretaker of Cecily. She
knows her presence in the young girl’s life is helpful and enjoys seeing her grow up. She
carries herself like that of an educated woman, a confidence that’s evident in her
expression of her opinions to her employer. Miss Prism has a shield, a shield that works
until she is confronted with a ghost from her past, Lady Bracknell. Her tough exterior is
shattered when the truth is revealed and though, embarrassed, she feels a sense of relief
being rid of it once and for all.
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Summary
Adjectives:
Opinionated, Secretive, Knowledgeable, Judgemental, Headstrong, Guilty
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Character:

Lane
Manservant to Algy

Desire:
Lane’s desires to please his employer, Algernon. He even lies for Algy willingly about
the cucumber sandwiches without hesitation as if it has happened multiple times, though
he does show his annoyance at having been put in that position. He is a loyal servant,
accepting Algy as he is.
Will:
Lane’s will is steadfast. He answers questions when asked and his opinions are suitable to
his employer. He is honest and upright, but knows when to bend the truth to please
Algernon and save face.
Moral
Stance:
Lane’s moral stance is aligned to Algy, his employer. He seems to have a distaste for
marriage, like Algy and he readily will lie for Algy without question. His moral stance
would be whatever is favorable and will make sure he keeps his job.
Decorum:
Lane’s decorum is professional, but relaxed in the way that he’s discovered where he can
still have fun within his job. His jovial way of conversing with Algernon expresses a
familiar and happy disposition. He respects his boss and carries himself with pride. He
understands his role in the household and behaves as such.
Summary
Adjectives:
Loyal, Witty, Professional, Seasoned, Respectful
Character:

Merriman
Butler in John Worthing’s household
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Desire:
Merriman’s desire is to serve those within John Worthing’s household. He wishes to
impress and do well in his job.
Will:
Merriman’s will is unwavering, even when the occupants of the household seem unstable.
He willingly follows orders, and though he is often found in the middle of the numerous
disagreements, he keeps his opinions to himself.
Moral
Stance:
Merriman’s moral stance is high. Though he only appears to announce the guest’s
presence and to call the dogcart, he is aware of the craziness of the relations of the
household. In his announcement of Lady Bracknell, he is abrupt and panicked knowing
that her presence will upset whatever else is happening in the household.
Decorum:
Merriman’s decorum is very professional. He is obedient and helpful and carries himself
as someone who takes his job very seriously. He is there to serve the guests and members
of the household and does so with great care.
Summary
Adjectives:
Professional, Obedient, Sincere
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G: Playwright Biography

Oscar Wilde
Oscar Wilde was an Irish poet and dramatist of the late 19th century. Born in Dublin, Ireland,
Wilde grew up to attend Trinity College and went on to make a name for himself as a writer in London,
England. During the last decade of his life, he published his only novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray
(originally published in Lippincott’s Magazine, 1890) and his society plays which included Lady
Windermere’s Fan (first performed at St. James Theatre, 1892) and The Importance of Being Earnest
(first performed at St. James Theatre, 1895).
Wilde received several scholarships to Trinity College, where he was a member of the University
Philosophical Society, and Magdalen College in Oxford, England, and graduated from both with honors.
While in Oxford, Wilde was a recipient of the Newdigate Prize in 1878 for his poem, Ravenna. At
twenty-seven years old, he published his first book of poetry, Poems, in 1881. He lectured on aestheticism
in the United States as well as Canada.
Wilde published a couple shorter works of fiction such as “The Happy Prince and Other Tales”
(1888) and A House of Pomegranates (1891). He was a prolific essayist, one of his titles being The Decay
of Lying: A Dialogue, which appeared in the literary magazine, The Nineteenth Century as well as The
Fortnightly Review (1889).
Opening night of The Importance of Being Earnest at the St. James Theatre in 1895 marked a
high point in Wilde’s career but also his societal downfall. His illicit homosexual relationship was
revealed, leading to a libel trial that eventually led to Wilde being exiled to Paris. The play was a success,
and was the last that Wilde wrote.
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H: Past Production Reviews

Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest is an incredibly versatile piece that has been
adapted in various mediums. Critics have raved about this play’s comedy, witticisms and satirical humor
since it first premiered in 1895. William Archer, a critic who reviewed the play’s first performance, was
awestruck by the show. He said, “It is delightful to see it, it sends wave after wave of laughter curling and
foaming round the theatre” (Archer). Though recognizing it’s humor, Archer felt the play in itself was
empty, “The Importance of Being Earnest, which imitates nothing, represents nothing, is nothing, except
a sort of rondo capriccioso, in which the artist's fingers run with crisp irresponsibility up and down the
keyboard of life” (Archer). Though he appreciates Wilde’s style and understanding of theatre, he is not
impressed by the overused tropes and meaningless dialogue.
More contemporary critics of The Importance of Being Earnest appreciate Wilde’s intellect and
humor. Don Fowler, a theatrical critic for RhodyBeat, was particularly fond of Trinity’s Fred Sullivan
Jr.’s version at the Gamm Theatre in Rhode Island. He states, “Wilde’s witticisms come at you fast and
furious and it is easy to miss a few gems, but under Sullivan’s direction and great comic timing from the
actors few are missed” (Fowler). The play is thoroughly enjoyed by those who are familiar with the piece
and those who may be seeing it for the first time. The show’s versatility is showcased in productions such
as David Schweizer's version Paper Mill Playhouse in New Jersey in 2009. Matt Windman, of Theatre
Mania, called it a “heightened, hyper-theatrical approach to the play”and appreciated how the actors
played particular attention to the detail of the humor and wit. The set design is outlandish and Seussical in
nature, he says, “In my favorite touch of all, the walls of Algernon's city flat are covered with the heads of
a giraffe, hippo, alligator, moose, and other animals. It's likely Oscar Wilde would have approved”
(Windman). The play is regarded for its incredible use of comedic timing throughout it’s many
productions over the years and how easily understood it is by a variety of audiences.
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I: Student Learning Goals

Show Selection Goals
●

Continue the tradition of a small cast winter production after the large cast musical in the fall

●

Select a production that fits into the genre of comedy

●

Select a play that relies heavily on witty banter and quips while drawing an audience in with the
story.

●

Continue the tradition of utilizing the winter production as a catalyst for training actors in new
skills

●

Select a play that deals with familial relationships and social structures of a different time period

Overall Production Goals
●

Strengthen the bond between the actors and tech that was created in the previous production in
the season, Footloose: The Musical. The theatre is a place of community and the hope is that this
cast and crew can continue to feel that closeness even in a smaller cast.
○

Learning from observing my directors during the musical, I want to continue celebrating
the achievements of the cast and crew throughout the rehearsal process with weekly
awards and acknowledgements as well as cast and crew bonding activities.

●

Create a drop for this production. I have never done a drop before and I feel it would be a fun task
for the cast and crew to create as part of our set.

Cast Goals
●

Provide the cast with the opportunity to adopt an Upper Class British dialect as a whole cast for
this production and work with Central Washington University’s Michael Smith on this particular
aspect of the show (something we have not done before while I’ve been teaching).
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●

Challenge the cast in embodying the time period (Victorian) and social pressures of the piece in
their character.

●

Utilize tableaux and picturization in the directing process to create unique and real student-led
decisions in this production.

●

Encourage a deep dive into the life of Oscar Wilde and what he was going through while this
production was making its debut and having success in London at the St. James Theatre. I want to
encourage the students to connect not only with their character but to the playwright as well
through focused table work and research homework.

●

Utilize Viewpoints in warm up activities so the students can connect with their character through
movement before rehearsal begins.

My Goals as Director and Teacher
●

Let go of control of the entire production and remember that it is a living, breathing entity and
find the joy each rehearsal

●

Trust the students to find what they need in the tools I give them.

●

Remember to fill my cup before giving energy to this production.

●

Teach with love and high expectations while recognizing true growth in my cast and crew

●

Understand that I’m a teacher first, then director.

●

Try new methods in directing and creating a production. I have been doing this the same way for
years now and I’d like to try some creative and out-of-the-box thinking when it comes to creating
art, such as improvisations, encouraging real-life connections to characters, and abstract thinking
games.
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Part III: Post – Production Materials
a.

Production Journal

b.

Production Performance Evaluation

c.

Self – Evaluation

d.

Works Cited
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A: Production Journal

Date: Monday, December 2 2019
Time: previously scheduled for 3:30-5:30 pm, but cancelled due to snow day
Event/Tasks: Closed Auditions
Notes:
●

Closed auditions were supposed to be today, but since school was cancelled, I decided to
cancel auditions

●

Not many were signed up for today so it was okay

●

I emailed all auditionees about the change and expressed that everyone auditioning
should come the next day, December 3, to Open Auditions
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Date: Tuesday, December 3 2019
Time: 3:30-5 pm
Event/Tasks: Open Auditions
Notes:
●

17 students showed up, more boys than I was expecting, too.

●

Witnessed great talent and potential in them

●

After seeing each of them perform a monologue and a cold read, I sat with my stage
manager and made the callbacks list of 13 students for the next day, December 4.

●

I also checked grades to make sure each student was academically eligible to participate.
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Date: Wednesday, December 4 2019
Time: 3:30-5 pm
Event/Tasks: Callbacks/Casting
Notes:
●

12 students showed up to Callbacks, and two people had to leave early.

●

I did something different with Callbacks and set up a mini set onstage with a couch and
two chairs to be a living room

●

With my stage manager and I sitting onstage at a desk opposite the set, I had the
callbacks students sit on the stage floor as they waited to be called up to read together.

●

I called them up a couple at a time to read together sections of the script showing the
relationships between the characters.

●

We had a lot of fun with this because the show is hilarious and the students enjoyed
seeing each other perform it differently

●

I, at times, gave them some direction to see if they could play some of the characters in a
different way. For example, telling one of the boys to play Algy really flirtatiously. They
were open and took direction well.

●

For giggles at the end, we gender swapped some roles and had a good laugh.

●

My head was spinning with possibilities after callbacks ended, but as my stage manager
and I talked, the casting seemed clear and decisions came easily.

●

I emailed the cast to prepare for the read through the next day.
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Date: Thursday, December 5 2019
Time: 3:30-5:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Read-through
Notes:
●

The cast all brought snacks to share and we read through the script sitting in a circle in
my classroom

●

The students enjoyed it and we laughed a lot (I laughed so hard I cried), we even figured
out some new things about the characters that I hadn’t even thought of, such as the
question of how would Gwendoline really feel about Jack being Algy’s brother - meaning
that they are related.

●

It was fun to watch them discover the magic of this script, it was a great cast bonding
moment.
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Date: Friday, December 6 2019
Time: 3:30-5:45 pm
Event/Tasks: Tablework/Cast Bonding Activity
Notes:
●

Started off with Smiles and Frowns - an opportunity for the students to share something
good or not so good about their day

●

Played a game called Ha! - spacial awareness game. The objective was to be hyper aware
of the others in the circle as at any time one of us could go “Ha!” and jump into the
center, and everyone else had to do it at the exact same time. It helped the students loosen
up, be aware of their cast mates and have fun.

●

Sat down on the stage floor and talked through the major plot points of the show, I made
a list as they discussed. Then I had them do instant tableaux of each plot point and if their
character was not in the scene, they played the furniture or objects in the scene.

●

Sat around a table - I asked them each to come up with 3 words to describe their character
and to start thinking about what their character’s overall objective was.

●

We marked out the scenes/rehearsal sections in the script.

●

Oscar Wilde Research Time: gave them 10 minutes to research individually about Oscar
Wilde and his life. Came together and they shared what they had found, and I asked how
they felt Wilde’s life was woven into the show.

●

The students came up with very detailed answers and our discussion was great. They
even saw parallels between Wilde’s life and the show, and how it’s in a way an
embodiment of his life. For example, Act 1 could be connected to the way Oscar had to
conform to society even though he felt different. Act 2 is when society rejects him (the
libel trials) and Act 3 is when he finds a place he belongs, Paris.
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●

I shared my initial concept for the show and it’s examination of truth

●

I then gave them a rehearsal schedule for the next week, and we spent the rest of
rehearsal working on lines in small groups or on their own.
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Date: Monday, December 9 2019
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Block Act 1 Scene 1
Costumer - Measurements
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Had previously in the day discussed with costumer ideas for costumes and she spent time
researching

●

Costumer took measurements of students before and during rehearsal

●

We had rehearsal in the Choir room (where we will be for the next two weeks)

●

Sat down with Algy, John and Lane and we discussed the beats of the scene, moods and
actions. I had them mark them in their script as we read through the scene.

●

Rough blocked scene (Set up makeshift set with chairs of Algy’s living room)

●

Rehearsed 3 times total and I stopped them and talked to them about character as well as
intonations of some of the lines

●

Specifically worked on Algy’s arc of discovery of his plan to impersonate Earnest - it’s a
good moment and I’d love the audience to see how the actor can make the plotting of this
plan evident onstage. I helped the actor find moments where the idea for the plan would
dawn on him, expressing this in his acting.

●

We worked on their relationship and defining their friendship. These two actors have
done shows previously together so they are already very comfortable with each other and
just playing up the way Algy really presses John’s buttons and John reactions. I had the
two actors use the space freely, focus on the parts of their lines that jabbed the other, and
played with the tennis ball-like game within the language.

●

Basic blocking of scene - had them write their blocking notes in the script.
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Date: Tuesday, December 10 2019
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Block Act 1 Scene 2
Comfortability Training - Jack/Gwen
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Started off with some cast bonding - Smiles and Frowns and a game called I’m Falling
(they had to mingle then one suddenly shouts “I’m Falling!” and fall backwards and the
rest of the cast catches them. This works on spatial awareness as well as building trust.)

●

Split up cast - kept Jack and Gwen with me while sending the rest to work with Kody
(stage manager) to run lines

●

With Jack and Gwen I did what I call “Comfortability Training.” I first have them sit
cross legged on the ground and hold hands and talk for 5 minutes while I’m out of the
room. I encourage them to really listen to each other and share more than just jokes. Then
I have them stand facing each other close and they have to look into each other’s eyes for
a minute without laughing or smiling. This can take a bit. With Jack and Gwen - it went
fairly fast, just a few giggle fits. Then I run a scene where they have to touch and kiss, we
did a bit from the scene where she accepts his proposal. We had to choreograph how he
was kneeling and how the kiss will happen. They practiced it a few times. They did very
well.

●

Then we convened as a whole again and marked the beats, actions and moods for the
scene.

●

Went straight to blocking, not enough time to read through beforehand.
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●

Was able to run the scene twice to get it more in their muscle memory and was feeling
with different ways Lady B could deliver her lines and her specific blocking for her
longer sections of lines in this scene.

●

Worked on the flow of the scene as well as had good discussions on the relationships of
all the characters like, why does Gwen even want to marry Jack? What is Lady B really
concerned with when interrogating Jack? And how will Algy really eat this whole scene?
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Date: Wednesday, December 11 2019
Time: 3:30-6:30 pm
Event/Tasks: British Dialect Training with Michael Smith, CWU
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Smiles and Frowns, and an Observation Game where they had to stare at each other then
turn around and describe the other person in detail.

●

Also played Blind Pictures where they had to create a picture in teams - on team molding
the other while they have their eyes closed into a specific scene, then they had to guess
without moving what they’re scene was. (My cast had a lot of fun with this and I feel it
pushed them to work together and communicate in different ways)

●

Michael Smith arrived and he led a discussion of The Importance of Being Earnest’s time
period and dialect. We then practiced reading portions of the script in the British dialect,
making sure each person got to practice the skill. Michael was able to stop and correct the
actors as they went and give them helpful pointers.

●

We also discussed form and manners, way of moving and its connection to the historical
period. The cast was able to practice moving and interacting in the style of the 1890s.
Michael had them sit in their chairs as if they were their characters and instructed them
on the proper way to greet each other and look at each other in a room.

●

My students got a bit carried away at times with the accent, but overall learned a lot and
had a lot of fun.
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Date: Thursday, December 12 2019
Time: 3:30-5:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 2 Scene 1,2
Comfortability Training - Algy/Cecily
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Started about 10 minutes late because some actors were late. I spoke with them when
they arrived and let them know that I expected them to be on time. The students know to
let me know ahead of time of time conflicts or emergencies and I communicated this with
those who were late.

●

Smiles and Frowns

●

British Dialect Warm Up with CD (Michael had provided) - had them repeat the
exercises with the audio.

●

Sat down and went over the beats, moods and actions for the scenes today.

●

Read through the scene

●

I split up the actors again, sending all by Algy and Cecily off to work with the stage
manager on lines

●

Comfortability Training with Algy and Cecily - They did very well, just some initial
awkwardness to get over, that was solved by running the scene a couple times. I blocked
the scene later in Act 2 where Cecily reveals their engagement and her and Algy kiss.

●

We blocked scenes 1 and 2 and ran through it twice before rehearsal ended. We were able
to play with the relationship between Chasuble and Prism - made decisions on the level
of affection there. We also mapped out the garden set up and entrances/exits from the
middle of the stage which will be the garden gates.
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Date: Friday, December 13 2019
Time: 8 am - 2:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Retrieve Costumes from CWU - Cat Mcmillen
Location:

CWU

Notes:
●

Drove to CWU with my costumer Emily and her mother.

●

Met with Cat Mcmillen about the rental of the costumes, went over sizes and what they
may have.

●

Searched through the stock and pulled multiple options for cast members and had many
discussions on what would fit into the time period and what could be passable.

●

A concern was the corsets - making sure they would fit the girls, as well as hoping we
had enough options for Lady Bracknell as not many of the outfits of the period were her
size.

●

Loaded the costumes up and brought them to MLHS.
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Date: Friday, December 13 2019
Time: 4:15-5:50 pm
Event/Tasks: Block Act 2 Scene 5
Just Gwen/Cecily meeting
Costume Fitting
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Rehearsal started a little late because I was loading costumes into our back space after a
quick meeting with some competitors for our upcoming regional acting competition.

●

Smiles and Frowns, British Dialect exercises with CD

●

Since we are working with corsets in this show, we tried on Cecily’s and Gwen’s corsets
and had them practice in them for rehearsal (this will be an ongoing practice so they can
get used to it.)

●

Blocked the girls’ portion of scene 5, making sure to practice how they moved in the
corsets, sat down and interacted.

●

We discussed the girl’s feelings towards each other when they first meet and the build of
animosity for each other within the scene. I connected this to the beats and was very
specific about some intonations in lines and positioning on the set, such as the moment
where Cecily and Gwendoline are up in each other's faces right before the tea comes in
and have to separate to save face in front of the servants. We worked on how to build the
annoyance, irritation and anger in this moment so it had maximum impact.

●

Was able to run a couple times to get the muscle memory and with the feel of the corsets.

●

Will continue working on how to be lady-like when walking and sitting, but it was a good
start today.
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●

Let them go a little early since we did great work and it was Friday and a long day for me
especially.

●

Next week will be trying on costumes and seeing what we still need.
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Date: Monday, December 16 2019
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Costume Fitting
Blocking Act 2 Scene 3-5
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Smiles and Frowns

●

Secured Cecily and Gwen in corsets. Had Prism try on her corset. There was a slight
issue: She didn’t fit the one we had chosen for her. So she ended up wearing the one for
Lady B, and we’ll have to see what fits Lady B tomorrow.

●

British Dialect Exercises, incorporated phrases this time as well

●

Activity where we practiced walking as their character keeping in mind their class and
greeting each other with that in mind as well.

●

Sat down and went through Act 2 Scenes 3-5 beats, actions and moods.

●

Blocked the scenes, having them write down their movements as we went.

●

As we rehearsed, we discussed emotion and especially Jack’s reaction to seeing Algy and
the girls’ reactions when finding out the truth at the end of scene 5.

●

While we were rehearsing, Emily had the girls try on their outfits, and we discussed
which ones fit better with the character and scene. Found an outfit for both Cecily, 1 of 2
outfits for Gwen, and an outfit for Miss Prism.

●

We were able to store the costumes temporarily in a choir practice room since we will be
there all week.

●

Very jam-packed rehearsal with lots to do, but I was able to at least roughly block the rest
of Act 2, but I wasn’t able to run it again after blocking because of time.
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Date: Tuesday, December 17 2019
Time: 4:15-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Costume Fitting
Blocking Act 3
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Rehearsal started a bit late because I was working with competitors.

●

We got corsets on the girls for rehearsal but none of the corsets fit Lady B and we are
also having trouble finding outfits that fit Lady B.

●

Blocked most of Act 3 - just was able to get through blocking, no extra run throughs, but
we will be able to work on that tomorrow.

●

Rehearsal went well, we had fun, I’m just a bit stressed about Lady B’s outfits. The cast
could sense this and I was open with them about it. I just haven’t had enough sleep, and
I’m really too busy trying to do this and get ready for competition.

●

Also a bit worried about set construction since my tech director won’t be back till after
Christmas break, Jan. 6.
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Date: Wednesday, December 18 2019
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Costume Fitting
Rehearsed Act 3
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

Rehearsed Act 3 and was able to work on specific blocking of Merriman announcing and
Lady B’s entrance and working on how to incorporate all the actors in the play space
visibly. (This will be something to finalize when we do have the stage back after break.)

●

Algy had to leave early, but he got his blocking for his parts.

●

Costume fittings for Jack, Algy and Merriman were done. We are continuing to figure out
what costumes we still need and how to work with what we had.

●

Good and fun rehearsal - near the end Jack really wanted to know what wearing a corset
was like so we put him in one and we had a great laugh and a lot of fun.
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Date: Thursday, December 19 2019
Time: Rehearsal previously scheduled for 4-5:30 but we had an onslaught of snow and freezing rain so
after school activities were cancelled.
Event/Tasks: Memorization quiz
Location:

Choir Room

Notes:
●

I was going to have a check in rehearsal for Memorization and a quick meeting with the
cast about what they’ll need to provide for their costumes, but since the roads were really
bad, I sent out a Remind to cancel rehearsal for today.

●

I informed them in the message that girls need to plan on bringing a tank top specifically
for rehearsal as well as the guys buying compression shorts.

●

I also reminded them of the Off Book Date of January 9.
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Date: Tuesday, December 24 2019
Time: 3-4 pm
Event/Tasks: Show my mother my costumes and the situation with Lady Bracknell’s costumes
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

My mother is visiting from California so I brought her to my school to show her where I
worked as well as my theatre.

●

I showed her the costumes we had rented and explained about Lady B’s situation with not
finding costumes that fit her upper body.

●

My mother is a seamstress so since we have a skirt that does fit, she will be making a top
that will match for Lady B so one of her outfits, at least for now, has a plan.

●

I will be researching to see if I can find something to order for her second outfit within
the show, as well as checking our personal costume stock to see if there is anything we
can adapt for the time period.
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Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020
Time: 4:15-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Tech Update
Location:

N/A

Notes:
●

I was informed by a text message from my technical director that he will not be returning
til around January 20th because of a family emergency.

●

His son will fill in for him as Tech Supervisor til then.

●

The technical crew will have a meeting on Monday and the tech leads, who have several
shows experience, will lead the crew in the tasks they need to get done, and get the set
built and props procured.

●

Djay, my tech director, already communicated with the leads and has chosen the majority
of the crew himself.

●

This is not ideal, but since we will be using pieces of previous sets and Evan, Djay’s son,
does have experience with technical crew, I’m not too worried yet. We will see how it
goes when we get back to school Monday the 6th.
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Date: Monday, January 6, 2020
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 1
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Missing Jack because he is on a cruise

●

Later start because I was coordinating with the tech crew (it’s their first day), I was
speaking with Evan (tech lead) about his goals for the week and communication with his
tech team. I had met with Evan earlier in the day and discussed my needs for the set and
provided him with a script. (Julia has not been communicating well about helping so I
went ahead and roughly designed the set without her - since I already had an idea with
my blocking - and hope to still work with her for set decoration)

●

Started rehearsal off with setting up the layout of Act 1 with the actual furniture on the
stage and figured out spacing, since we had only ever rehearsed in the choir room and
this was our first time on stage.

●

We listened to and repeated some British accent tape.

●

We ran Act 1 and refreshed blocking and adapting to the new set. I reminded the actors of
projection and enunciation.

●

Focused on Algy and Lady Bracknell and Gwendoline. LB - worked on presence and
commanding the stage without too much movement. Algy - worked on his inflection and
the importance of his reactions/facial expressions (especially in relation to his plan to
impersonate Earnest)

●

Finished a bit early with the first run-through so I had them sit in a circle and go through
just the lines since our Off Book date is Thursday, the 9th.
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●

Cleared the stage and I got ready for the parent meeting that would be happening at 7 pm
that night.
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Date: Monday, January 6, 2020
Time: 6-8 pm
Event/Tasks: Parent meeting
Location:

Library

Notes:
●

For every production, we schedule a parent meeting to meet the parents of tech and cast,
as well as acquaint them with the requirements of a production, answer questions and
solicit their help with various needs of the production. If the parent of the student can’t
make it, we require the student to represent their parent at this meeting. The Drama
Booster President heads this up and works with me to figure out needs beforehand. These
needs include advertising, meals for long rehearsals during tech, production day help ticketing, concessions, ushers, etc.

●

I got to the library early and had dinner with my Booster president, Rebekah. We
discussed the specifics of the needs for the show as well as some changes we were
making to how parents would sign up for these needs. We also discussed upcoming
theatre events to mention at the meeting as well.

●

I also set up the library with tables and chairs so that it was more intimate than just a
lecture-like meeting.

●

We had a great turnout of parents and students at the meeting. Probably about 15-20
people. They were very willing to help and receptive and it was a positive meeting!

●

Side note: I am having to liaison with parents about needs for set help, which I am not
accustomed to doing. (This is usually my technical director’s job.) Challenging, but I
think I can manage. Viewing this as an opportunity for me to learn new things, and grow
during this experience. Staying positive!
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Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2020
Time: 4-6:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 2
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Before rehearsal started, I conferred with the tech lead about specifics for the show. We
discussed the look and differences between Algy and John’s house and what I was
thinking for wallpaper.

●

Once the girls were into their corsets and training some new costume assistants to do this,
we started rehearsal with British Accent Exercises (focused today on Intonation) and
Smiles and Frowns. (Missing Jack because cruise)

●

We set up the stage for Act 2, which will be taking place downstage on more of the apron
of the stage. I played around with some furniture choices and figured out what was
needed and what would be cumbersome to work around.

●

We ran Act 2, refreshing blocking. Reminded them to project, enunciate and stay in their
accents. Would stop them to refresh emotions - specifically Algy’s reactions to Cecily,
and Gwen and Cecily’s emotional arc during their first meeting, also worked on mapping
out more of Merriman’s and Servant’s (Lane doubles as Servant) stage business during
tea set up. Worked with Prism and Chasuble on blocking, moments of connection.

●

Then we sat in a circle and rehearsed just the lines. Lines are coming along well, just
some need to put in some extra time at home. British accent is shaping up nicely.

●

Going to start bringing in food to this Act later this week - going to use bread and muffins
so Algy and Jack can get used to eating onstage and blocking with food.

●

Ended on time, the tech crew cleared the stage for us.
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●

Working with prop leads to get prop list finalized. It is usually my job to acquire those
things we need that cannot be brought in by crew or cast families. Usually I need to ask
school staff or buy online.
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Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2020
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 3
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Started off with British accent Exercises (specifically Conversations - which was
helpful). We also played a game called Whoosh - cast in a circle passing the energy a
variety of different ways. We had a lot of fun and it was very silly.

●

Ran Act 3, refreshing blocking and reworked blocking with new stage layout. This one
has a lot of people in the end so it was important to figure out spacing so everyone can be
seen. Reminded of projection.

●

Jack showed up to rehearsal a day earlier than expected so that was good. We worked on
his specific blocking since he is very active during this Act. Also worked on Lady
Bracknell on intonation of her lines and blocking when communicating with Gwendoline
and Jack, and discussed prior circumstances with her (the fact that she comes to the
country already out of sorts looking for her daughter) and the discovery of Miss Prism.

●

Took a break after running it through once and celebrated our Stage manager Kody’s
birthday with cupcakes.

●

Sat in a circle and ran through lines for Act 3, skipping some parts because Lady
Bracknell and Chasuble had to leave early.

●

Striked the set, let them off a bit early (was supposed to end at 6:30) but they had some
memorization to do before the Off Book date tomorrow.

●

Still adjusting furniture for this scene, I have to unearth some other furniture from
storage, but won’t do that till after some other theatre events happening later this week in
the theatre.
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●

Tomorrow will be a full run-through with everyone- Off Book. Except Chasuble will not
be there, he just let me know that he can’t make Thursday or Friday’s rehearsals.

●

During rehearsal, I did chat with Evan about set questions, and set a date for it to be done
- 23rd. Finalized wallpaper choices and decided that the gate to the garden will need a
frame since it will center stage and used as a door to the garden.(This is replacing the
original plan for a drop for the garden scene, it will still be flown in, but will just be a
gate covered in vines that will be one of the entrances to the garden. I see the gate as
being from the house and SL to be “to the schools” as Prism and Chasuble reference.)

●

Still working on finalizing the prop list, but feeling good.
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Date: Thursday, January 9, 2020
Time: 4:30-6:20 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run-through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Received news earlier in the day from my technical director that he will not be returning
this month, he will be returning at the end of February. This means that I will be
producing my first show at MLHS without him, and relying on Evan as my technical
director for this show. Djay will still be available by phone to advise each of us as we go.
Little bit freaked out, but trying to remain calm. Trusting that everything will be okay.

●

Started off rehearsal with Smiles and Frowns, and I prepped the actors for the first
stumble-through of the script. I told them that I wouldn’t stop them with any notes or
blocking corrections, that I just wanted to see where they were at being Off Book for the
first time. The actors could call line and the stage manager or I would help them.

●

We were able to get through all of Act 1 and part of Act 2. Mostly it was cue issues and
some refreshing since we hadn’t hit Act 1 in a couple days. It was okay for a first
rehearsal Off book, I have definitely seen a lot worse. I know that this will be a wake up
call and they will work hard to be better next time.

●

Had to end a little earlier than planned (6:30) because a group was anxious to use the
theatre right after us, but we will pick up where we left off running the show tomorrow.

●

Lady Bracknell’s costumes are coming together, I am ordering a shirt for her and I’m
going to return the rest of the costumes I don’t plan on using from CWU (so as not to be
charged) on Monday, the 13th.
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●

Prop list is basically finalized, going to scour Amazon for some specific items. Working
with Evan on the ticket website and getting him a Home Depot Purchase order for set
supplies.
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Date: Friday, January 10, 2020
Time: 3:45-5:45 pm
Event/Tasks: Finish Stumble-through Off Book
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Met with tech lead briefly to discuss set concerns, ticketing and other tech items. We
decided that the set will not necessarily all be the same height, but it will be close so we
can reuse flats we already have and not have to build more.

●

I also prepped the English muffins for the muffins scene (got some from the store) and set
the stage for Act 2 with muffins in place before rehearsal started.

●

Missing Chasuble - he is getting sworn into the Army today.

●

We started with Smiles and Frowns and picked up from where we left off in the middle
of Act 2. Overall Act 2 lines were rough, the lead guys knew this one the least.

●

Took a break after Act 2 and ate muffins all together.

●

Act 3 went a lot better since we had most recently refreshed this.

●

Finished up and cleared the stage completely because of the church group that uses the
theatre on Sundays.

●

Overall the first time off book was really good, some blocking was off and I was noticing
some issues that need addressing next time we run each act separately.

●

Monday I will do more polishing both blocking and character work.

●

Originally I had planned for a Saturday rehearsal but I have an acting competition and
many of the cast are competing.
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Date: Monday, January 13, 2020
Time: 11-2 pm
Event/Tasks: Costume Return to CWU
Location:

CWU

Notes:
●

I took the day off school so I could return the costumes we aren’t using to CWU. Cat will
kindly not charge me for them, saving us money!
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Date: Monday, January 13, 2020
Time: 4-6:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 1
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Came back to the school for rehearsal

●

Was informed by Chasuble that he will be getting his head shaved for the Army soon, so
he will have a buzz cut for the show.

●

Took some time getting the girls into their corsets and setting the stage for Act 1

●

I met with Evan about paint colors for the different sets - the wallpaper. Also I conferred
with construction leads about doorways and windows and placement on the stage. They
have tapped out the walls of the unit set on the stage for me, which is helpful.

●

With the cast, we started with Smiles and Frowns, and then I had them write down on
sticky notes some different scenarios that could happen between the characters in Act 1 at
different times in the world of the show. Such as, Algy and Jack at the Carlton,
Gwendoline and Lady Bracknell in the carriage, Lane and Algy at breakfast, etc.

●

We took some time to act out some of these. It proved hard for them to think of how their
character would act and what they would say, but it helped them solidify the relationships
between the characters. Next time I will just call out scenarios, it took them a bit too long
to write things down.

●

Ran Act 1 - I stopped them a lot to remind them of blocking, intonation, facial
expressions and reactions when it comes to their relationships with other characters.
Especially Jack and Algy being comfortable friends in the beginning and how their
reactions let the audience in on what happened in the story. And Gwen and LB’s
reactions and impressions when visiting Jack and Algy.
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●

Jack had the most issues with memorization, I ended up letting him use his script for part
of it so he could get it down. Not worried about him though, he memorizes quickly.

●

We were able to run all of Act 1, and it was helpful for the cast to have the visual
onstage, especially with entrances and exits.

●

Took a little break, and then ran half of Act 1 again - mostly to solidify the blocking in
the beginning of the show and clean up the cigarette case chase.

●

Props and food and costumes will help, and it’s my goal for this week to get as many
props on stage.

●

Ordering another shirt for Lady Bracknell this week and getting Purchase orders together
for other things we need.

●

Getting in touch with the designer to start the poster design.
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Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2020
Time: 3:30-6:20 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 2
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Talked with Evan about his plans for the day, he is unearthing the flats from storage.

●

Met with props about tea carts and tea things, getting the props list together.

●

Rehearsal started about 4, started British accents exercises, and once the girls were in full
costume, we did Smiles and Frowns and more improv of these characters.

●

I called out scenarios of the characters, either alone or in small groups. Cast were unsure
of the language but it was still good to get them out of their comfort zone with their
characters. I want to keep doing things like this when I can, and also more activities
where the cast is acting more as a family as well.

●

We ran Act 2, it was still a bit bumpy, Chasuble was here and he was having trouble with
his lines. Cues were mostly the issue and staying on the same page with where we are in
the script. Because of trouble with lines, the blocking was worse than usual, they just
took a while to figure out what was happening. I helped as much as I could, but the lines
were the main issue. I made notes of what to work on for Act 2 next time - blocking,
relationship between Prism and Chasuble, and muffin choreography with Jack and Algy.
Pieces of Act 2 are coming along really well - like Gwen and Cecily’s polite cat fight.

●

We took a break, then ran the pieces of Act 2 that had the most issues and it was better,
they had used their break to look over their lines.

●

Let them out a bit early because of costume changes and whatnot.

●

Really hoping to get all props/costumes/food up by Thursday, Friday and getting more of
the set done on Saturday.
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Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2020
Time: 3:30-5:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 3
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Met with tech for a bit and told them that we would need the stage completely clear for a
dance event coming in tonight.

●

Met with sound lead about sound effects for Act 3 specifically.

●

Started with Smiles and Frowns, no costumes today.

●

Set up stage and ran Act 3

●

Lines are a bit choppy at the beginning, and I noticed some deadness so I’m thinking of
how to spice it up some more or clean it up as far as blocking goes. The Act gets better
once Lady Bracknell comes in.

●

Actors were having a hard time focusing today so after we stumbled through it once, we
took a break and then we ran it a second time. It was a lot better the second time through
and I was able to shift some blocking, especially with encouraging Algy to be more
reactive towards Jack and Jack to continue his annoyance with Algy even being there.
Encouraged Lady Bracknell to really make Algy squirm when he thinks he’s in trouble
for all the things Jack is listing he did. Worked on the reactions of Cecily and
Gwendoline on how they are reacting to everything happening around them, and their
relationship to it.

●

This is something I want to dive into with all the actors - especially in Act 3 as all the
truths are coming to light and each character is realizing their specific truth in it.

●

Act 3 lines are coming together and will be a lot better after today.

●

We finished up and cleared the stage in time for the event coming in.
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●

Excited to run the whole thing through tomorrow with costumes and props (as much as
we can). Excited to see the whole thing as a whole, but I’m glad that we took this time to
clean up each Act and add more depth to the characters. I will probably continue in this
fashion next week. The cast can get caught up in the wordiness of the show and I’d like
to challenge them with improv, games and activities to dive deeper into who their
character is, not just what they are saying.

●

Ordered a shirt for Lady Bracknell, now just to tackle ordering props. Need to pin down
prop assistants and get the lowdown on what we really need.

●

Need to check with my mother on the second Lady Bracknell shirt

●

I’ve connected with the designer and the poster is on its way to being done.

●

Need to remind Algy, he’s designing the shirt for this production, and reminding him to
help me out by bringing some food for rehearsal - cucumbers, bread and such.
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Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020
Time: 4-6:45 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I had a meeting right before rehearsal so we didn’t get started til about 4 and spent the
first 20ish minutes getting into costume.

●

While the cast was getting ready, I talked to tech, especially props, getting all the props
situated on stage and on the correct side of the stage.

●

We did Smiles and Frowns with some tech as well - starting to foster the connections
between the two groups. Up until now the tech has been mostly working behind the
scenes getting the set together.

●

We ran the show out of order because some of my cast members had to get to a
basketball game. Started with Act 2 and 3, then returned to 1.

●

Act 2 went a lot faster since we had spent some time on it recently. The lines were a lot
better and I wrote down notes about some scenes I want to continue to work on. This is
the longest of the acts so it took about 45 minutes. Had line issues with Chasuble and
some cues for Cecily.

●

I had been sitting on the stage right in front of the actors to quickly adjust blocking, but
today I sat in the first row and paid more attention to how the actors were using the stage
as a whole and their volume and enunciation.

●

The actors did well in their full costume for this Act.

●

Had to refresh the muffin scene with the two boys - the choreography with the muffin
basket can be tricky.
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●

Worked with tech to set up the stage for Act 3 - running this was very good and quick,
shortest of the acts. Minor line issues.

●

Took a 10 minute break - Intermission - to change to Act 1 attire.

●

I helped the tech set up the stage for Act 1.

●

I’m still working on spiking the stage for the different Acts, I do this better when I can
see more of the set onstage and the furniture’s relations to it.

●

The tech has finished the mobile frames for the walls - these will spin and be either Algy
or Jack’s house. The flats are not yet attached because they need to paint them and my
tech lead is still waiting on the PO for that.

●

Ran Act 1 but didn’t finish, got about a half hour through the Act. Stopped shortly after
Lady Bracknell’s entrance.

●

I did this in respect for the actors’ time and knowing that it does take them a while to
change and hang up the costumes.

●

Made it clear before I let them go that they needed to be in costume before 4 tomorrow,
and I’ll probably extend rehearsal a bit in order that we finish running the entire show.
(Show about 2.5 hours)

●

My goal is to have a full run through of the show complete at least by Saturday - we will
be here in the morning at 9 am that day.

●

Planning ahead for next week, I will be scheduling longer rehearsals. The actors need
time to change and we need to start running the show soon in its entirety. That, being
said, I will still have some rehearsals where I am just fine tuning the Acts individually as
well. I think I have time in the month to do this.

●

Ordering props right now from Amazon and seeing what the cast/crew families have at
home. Waiting on my mom to send me Lady Bracknell’s shirt, will check in with her this
weekend.
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●

Got a rough draft of the poster today through email. Second-guessing putting a picture of
the cast on it since I don’t have everyone in full costume yet. Might just do the silhouette
of a man in a hat.

●

Advertising is something I need to work on, or coordinating with those who can help. I
struggle with this when I’m knee deep in directing, but I do want people to be in the seats
to see this show. Going to check in with my Booster parent to get Facebook events up
and coordinate with parents to hang up posters. I’ll also need to talk to Evan to see if he
can print the posters, usually that’s his dad’s job.
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Date: Friday, January 17, 2020
Time: 4-6 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

The cast was mostly ready in costume by 4, so that was good.

●

We started with Smiles and Frowns, as well as some British exercises as we hadn’t done that for a
couple of days.

●

I told them that I felt we were at a very good place and that I could see that they were getting
more comfortable with their lines and blocking. I told them that I’ll be suggesting more moments
where they can really understand their character and see the why behind what they are saying.

●

We ran all of Act 1 and most of Act 2 today. I stopped them and asked them to think about the
delivery of their lines and why their character would say/think that. Also cleaning up blocking
when I knew they knew it was off. And getting them in the mindset of projecting and slowing
down. My stage manager was correcting them if their lines were way off but overall they are
doing a good job of going back to the script between rehearsals or at rehearsal to make sure they
are getting it right.

●

As we ran through the show, I also chatted a bit with Evan about the tech side of things. The tech
were primering the flats and getting ready to paint tomorrow. (Got the PO for paint!) They were
also making sure all the frames were ready for the flats. We were figuring out how to connect the
corners of the walls since they do need to flip, thinking maybe we’ll use fabric.

●

The tech has been working really hard and I’ve been very diligent in communicating with Evan
and my construction lead, Patrick, every day to make sure we are on track. We are shooting for
the house set to be up by Tuesday the 21st, we have a choir solo ensemble happening in the
theatre that day, so we have to make sure our set is in the back of the stage.
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●

Got some final prints of the poster back and I’m communicating about alternate colors. I’m
gathering bios from the cast and crew for the playbill. I’ve connected with Booster about posters
and event advertising. One of my actors, Zach, is going to come in during my drama class and
work on the show shirt design. He’s also going to bring some food for rehearsals since he is the
one who eats it the most.

●

My goal for tomorrow is running the whole show through. We have rehearsal from 9-12 so it’s
definitely possible as long as we use time wisely.
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Date: Saturday, January 18, 2020
Time: 9-12 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

It was snowing pretty hard so we all got there a bit late, but it was about 9:15,9:30 start time

●

The cast got into costume, missing Lane because she has a Speech and Debate competition

●

During warm-ups, I expressed my desire to run the whole show today. We took deep breaths and
did some British Accent exercises.

●

We ran the show from Act 1 through Act 3. We even had a shorter intermission - they changed
fast and were ready for their cues.

●

Really proud of my cast, they were getting more into their bodies and adapting well to the way to
move as their character, calling line a lot less, and understanding their characters choices.

●

Goals for next week: Zero in on moments and the subtext of these moments. Asking them what
their character is thinking and feeling rather than just saying. Reacting is something we will work
on as well, staying in the world in their minds as well.

●

Tech: frames are up, they worked on painting. Frames are on wheels so they will spin to reflect
each house. The frames will be behind mid stage and the apron will be the garden during Act 2.
Intermission will be used to set up both Act 2 and Act 3 so it’s a smooth transition between them.
Algy’s place will have a fireplace in Act 1 and that will be replaced by a window for Jack’s place
in Act 3.

●

Still working on spiking furniture. I’ve spiked Act 1, but for the other acts I’m still working on
getting the right furniture and making sure they have enough space.
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●

Food: we have been practicing with just bread for muffins and sandwiches. Hope to get the
proper food for next week. This is important to figure out soon because Algy does have to eat a
lot while he acts.
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Date: Monday, January 21, 2020
Time: 3:30-4:40 pm
Event/Tasks: Act 1
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Had a short rehearsal today because the choir had an event coming up in the theatre

●

Skipped warmups and just got to practicing, no costumes

●

Act 1 was good - pointed out an acting moment that needed polishing at the end. We worked the
cigarette case chase and amping up the action in that. Worked with Lane and her placement of the
tea things before and during the scene. We addressed some common line mishaps throughout the
scene - Stage Manager was good about that (had him mark them in his script as we went and he
addressed this at notes). Also addressed some of the awkwardness in blocking/acting between
Gwen and Jack

●

Talked to the cast as a whole about listening to each other and to newly experience the lines each
time (understanding that their character needs to react as if it is new to them) - Need to remain in
‘discovery mode’ while in character

●

Talked about cutting people off - if it happens just keep going, but be aware and respectful and let
people finish.

●

Mini lecture as well on being professional during shows/rehearsals ie. not making faces at the
actors onstage while in the wings, not deliberately trying to distract or make people break
character. We are a team.

●

Glad we had this time to rehash as a group and answer questions as they came up.

●

Tomorrow Acts 2 and 3, aim to do Hair and Makeup next week

●

Spoke with Evan about printing posters for the show. I’m working on ordering all the props we
need this week, and the photographer will be coming in to take photos for the playbill tomorrow.
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Date: Wednesday, January 22, 2020
Time: 3:15-6:30
Event/Tasks: Act 2 and 3
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Met with Algy before rehearsal started and helped him design the T shift for our show.

●

Missing Merriman today - he is sick.

●

Collaborated with tech on specific props and set items ie. the furniture for Act 3 and the handbag
(found one that will work)

●

At 3:45 Lynn (photographer) came to take individual pictures for the playbill so I sent the cast
and crew to get their photos taken when they were not getting into costume or working on a
project.

●

Started working on hair for some of my girls, showing them pictures of what I’m thinking for hair
for their character and asking them to try some of these at home first. Will be posting youtube
videos and photos to Google Classroom for their reference.

●

4:15 - started warmups with British Exercises (haven’t done Smiles and Frowns much lately so I
will strive to do that tomorrow)

●

Ran Act 2 and 3

●

Act 2: the tech and I were messing with the garden gate a lot with it being a fly in. We have
discovered that it does not work as a fly in because it's not supported by the ground and it really
unruly when opening and closing. So it is no longer a fly in, it will now be supported by a frame.
My lead Construction tech will lead in the building of that.

●

As Act 2 ran, I made notes on props and costume items that we still need.
○

We have a diary for Cecily (borrowed from the girl playing Gwen) and a diary and purse
for Gwen (bought by Gwen).
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○

We have textbooks (old books in stock) for Prism and Cecily.

○

Need to acquire some pens - not sure if I can find any in stores - that might be Victorian
or even just plain so it isn’t obvious to the audience. Maybe actors can bring from home.

○

We are using a stand in table for now - going to switch it out for my patio table from my
house. I also have an extra end table at home that we can use by the couch for Act 2.
■

Bit of an issue here: We have too many things that need to go on this end table
(box and diary, then later in the act, tea things). Thought about putting a basket
underneath the table for the box and diary but Cecily really can’t bend down in
her corset. Perhaps a higher end table with a shelf would be better or two tables.

Also need pink roses for the garden gate - we just have red at the moment, but
will just need to add in pink (specifically mentioned in script).
Also need a pin to attach the rose to Algy’s jacket since his jacket does not have a pocket
or an appropriate button hole. We can’t switch the jacket so we’ll figure something out.
●

Act 2 went well
○

I mentioned more with projection and reaction. Projection has gotten a lot
better.Reminding them to face out to the audience so we can always hear them
Slowing down is something they really need to work on - they are rushing a bit, going to
include some exercises for that in our warmups tomorrow.Choreography with the muffins
is better.

●

Tiny break to set up different furniture for Act 3. Had the tech retrieve a different couch from the
side closet - we have used it a lot. It’s much bigger and will create a different feel for the country
house in Act 3. Only thing is, it’s on casters so it moves anytime anyone sits down on it, it
doesn’t have a break. Looking into getting a carpet underneath or putting in breaks. Also took out
another armchair for Act 3 - it’s really low to the ground and kind of plain, but I think I can
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spruce it up with what we have in stock. Also reusing a chair from Act 1 for that scene but it will
be on the other side of the stage so I think it should be fine.
●

Act 3 went well. Worked with LB on rushing her lines. Changed up some blocking so it seems
more natural for her entrance and tried to work on spacing for the whole cast in Act 3 since there
are a lot of people onstage. Worked with them to be aware of windows and being seen by the
audience and not blocking each other.

●

Overall reactions are getting better and they are listening to each other, they are taking my notes
on this. Such as, working with Jack on anger levels and how each jab of Algy’s scheme affects
him. I’ve been giving him numbers like his anger should be at “6” here or more of a “7 or 8”
here. That seems to be helping him and also Lady Bracknell.

●

Had them change before notes. Noticing a bit of disrespect and talking over me when I give notes
so I will be addressing that as well as listening to my stage manager backstage. Talked to them
about specific notes, makeup and hair. They were able to ask questions about props and set items.

●

Top of my to-do list is ordering props, should have turned in the PO for that. Worried about
ordering with Amazon through the school because they always take forever. I will do my best to
hurry that up.

●

Posters will be done tomorrow after school. Set should be done by Friday - rain is stalling us
because we have to spray paint and there isn’t enough space to spray paint inside.

●

We figured out Lady Bracknell’s Act 1 outfit. The shirt I ordered fits and it looks good and I’m so
happy. She looks great in her golden skirt as well. Now just to bug my mother some more about
her Act 3 shirt. If my mother can’t finish it in time, I will search for another option, perhaps
ordering another one from the same site.
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Date: Thursday, January 23, 2020
Time: 3:15-7 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Met with prop assistants and walked them through what props we already have and what props
I’m expected to get. I ordered props today on Amazon.

●

Met with Tech Lead and let him know that I’d asked the woodshop teacher if we could use the
woodshop to spray paint our flats since it’s been raining and we couldn’t use our outside area. It
was fine with the teacher so the tech got ready to go finish it over there.

●

Cast got into costumes and were able to start rehearsal at 4. Started with Smiles and Frowns.
Then warmed up with some vocal exercises focusing on enunciation as well as refreshing our
British accents. Really trying to focus on enunciation and slowing down.

●

As we ran through Act 1, I paused at moments in the script when the actors would either come
onstage with a prop or a set piece would need to be added or subtracted. I positioned a prop
assistant on either side and had them making a list of what they would need to have either on their
prop table or on their side of the stage.

●

Ran Act 2 in the same way. We figured out cucumber sandwiches and other food items needed
for Act 2, specifically how many sandwiches and muffins and who is eating what.

●

Took note of some shuffling feet during monologues - so worked to correct that in the moment.

●

I took a lot of notes about props and working on finding last minute items.

●

Act 3 is set behind mids so it is farther upstage, which is a bit far from the audience but I think it
will be fine. I will need to manipulate the spikes of the furniture and really work with their spatial
awareness of each other so we don’t lose faces when they look at each other.
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●

Overall the run through went really well - throughout continued to remind them of their
enunciation.

●

Tomorrow we are going to work on not breaking character because they tend to do that when they
mess up, so we need to break this habit.

●

Hopefully tomorrow we will have our sets all the way up, the tech was able to finish spray
painting and will be attaching the flats to the frames tomorrow.

●

Ended with notes for the cast. Praised the actors for their work on reactions. Gave some specific
notes to Chasuble about his reactions to Miss Prism and clarifying their relationship some more,
especially during Act 3. Chatted with Jack on his reactions during the “mourning scene.” Kisses
perhaps need to be a bit longer between couples to make them more realistic.

●

I will be bringing my end table and garden table from home. I am still not pleased with my chairs
for Act 2 so I’m going to send some info to my Booster about finding some proper garden
furniture. I will get tablecloths for the tables and a basket for Cecily’s items. I’ve decided to
adjust the blocking and after the servant (Lane’s other character) comes in with the tea cart, she
can clear the table and put Cecily’s items under the end table so there’s room for tea.

●

Posters are printed and working on finalizing T-shirts with Booster.

●

Still bugging my mother about finishing LB’s shirt.

●

Plan to have a tech focused rehearsal Saturday where we can finalize hair and makeup since we
will be missing some actors and tech that day.
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Date: Friday, January 24, 2020
Time: 3:15-6:30 pm
Event/Tasks:
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Started work on finalizing and submitting the T-shirt design for the show. Then I met with Tech
and had them set up for Act 1. The props tech were really on it with props and getting what we
had into place. I got them starting cucumber sandwiches (with actual cucumber this time) and
trained them in how to make them. We are now out of bread (I will have to run to Walmart
Monday before rehearsal).

●

Discussed hair with Miss Prism and tried a style on her, since she will not be here tomorrow.

●

During rehearsal tech is working on finishing touches of the flats and attaching them to the
frames.

●

Projecting to have the set up and running tomorrow fully, with my tables from home.

●

Working on a project for next week and tech Week called a Warm Fuzzy Board. This is
something that I did in high school, it was called Warm Fuzzy week and it’s based on this silly
story about a town giving each other warm fuzzies versus Cold Pricklies. It’s basically a
compliment note board that’s kept backstage and the cast and crew can write notes of
encouragement to each other. Hoping this will help morale because I’m noticing a bit of tension
between cast and crew now that they are working more closely together.

●

Warmups begin with cast in costume at 3:45 and we start with vocal, breathing and accent
training. Reminded them that today was all about not breaking character.

●

Act 1 was good - just a bit fast. They only missed one cue, they are getting better at listening to
each other. The cigarette part could be better with pickups. I tried not to yell “volume” or
“enunciation” too much so as not to distract them.
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●

Tech set up Act 2, we will begin training stagehands on who will bring what onstage when
tomorrow and next week.

●

Act 2 went well. Overall the whole run-through was fast, so I’m going to continue working on
that. Act 3 also went well, worked with Lady Bracknell on cheating out and not losing her face in
her scenes.

●

During notes, covered some changes in blocking for Algy in Act 1. Had nitpicky line notes for
Jack, Algy, Cecily. Also touched on the synchronicity in Act 3 - slowing it down. Notes for
butlers on tea things, how to work with the food and still act. Working with food is relatively new
for those in my program, this is the most food we’ve ever had to work with in a show. We will
continue to work on that. Answered cast questions and last minute reminders

●

Tomorrow will be tech-focused. Hair, makeup, what props we still need and will be
communicating with Booster to speak with parents about what we still need.

●

A bit worried about advertising - got some posters to actors, not tech yet. In need of paper so I’m
hoping Booster can provide that.
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Date: Saturday January 25, 2020
Time: 9 am -12:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Tech Prep
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I was a little late because I was grabbing an end table and my outside patio table - both are for
Act 2. Still looking for patio chairs for Act 2, put out feelers through Booster.

●

Today we were missing Chasuble, Prism, and Algy today because of various trips.

●

I helped Lady Bracknell figure out her hairstyle. I will be her hairstylist for this and it takes a
while since it is an older lady Victorian hairstyle.

●

Gwendoline will be consulting with her hairdresser friend on how best to work with her very
thick hair.

●

Cecily will be wearing a wig since her hair is short. She’s worn this wig for several other plays as
well. She tried to curl it but the wig isn’t reacting well to that so we are looking into alternative
methods of curling the wig. She’s going to take it home and do rag curls or low heat curling.

●

Worked with Jack on his hair, he has pretty long hair so I tried pinning it out of his face. Still
working on the best way to do that so they are not noticeable.

●

Merriman is doing his own hair so he’s trying out a few styles. Lane already has a hairstyle set
but just making sure it’s secure and that it works for both her characters.

●

I also helped tech set up Act 1 and then, with the actors, we ran all of Act 1 all the way through.
Stage Manager read for Algy. I made some adjustments to the spiking of the furniture as we ran it
to make sure Lady Bracknell would not be losing face during Act 1.

●

Focused on Lane’s setting of the tea and her overall projecting and slowing down. Adjusted some
blocking with Jack, but minor tweaks.
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●

Took some time to set up Act 2 with the new tables. I had tech gather flowers in baskets and bins
for the garden scene to be set around the stage. We borrowed a watering can from a tech’s
grandmother and our gate is set up on it’s frame.

●

We were able to practice the beginning scene of Act 2 with Cecily watering the flowers. Cecily is
wearing a dress that I like, but she has a little overcoat that we’d like to use just for part of this
scene, so we figured that she’d take her coat off after she hears Earnest arrives.

●

We spiked all of the Act 2 set pieces and I continued making sure they had enough space and that
it looked good from the audience.

●

We skipped to the end of Act 2, the tea scene with Cecily and Gwendoline. We practiced entering
with the tea cart through the gate - the two servants have to lift it up to get it over the frame. We
focused on how the servants will set the tea and coordinating when the girls will be served and set
down their tea.

●

While watching I was taking notes of what props we still need - adding to my Walmart list.

●

After finishing Act 2, I worked on how we will set up Act 3 behind the mids (this will all happen
during Intermission). Figured out that it will be hard to set up all of Act 3 without moving the
gate first and opening the mid curtains. This is the largest transition and it will take all the tech
and actors cooperation because this will just be a blackout between acts. We talked out the
options (the stage manager, props and construction lead). We practiced moving the gate safely to
a set location in the wings and spiked the Act 3 furniture where it will go. We decided to move
most of the furniture behind mids during intermission and adjust when the gate is off and the
mids are open.

●

The tech has the flats on most of the frames now. We haven’t worked on turning them around yet,
we just have them set for reference in spiking the furniture. The set itself is almost complete.
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●

Took some time for a bit of notes with actors then cleaned up and changed. I met with tech and
talked about the plan for next week. I have to leave early a day next week so I’m trusting that
they can figure out the transitions and practice them.

●

We have a rip in a curtain so it’s really obvious to the audience. It’s annoying, frustrating and
stressful because we know we are making it worse by using the mids, but there’s no way around
it. Evan, my tech lead, might be able to borrow a Genie lift and use it to fix it, but we’re not sure.
We need new curtains desperately and this is the first show that it’s been very very obvious to the
audience.

●

Set up the T-shirt link for the cast and crew to buy online through Custom Ink with the Booster
president last night.

●

Next week we will complete the set, work transitions with tech and finalizing everything. I will
hopefully have the props from Amazon. I need to figure out the cucumbers since I can’t get a ton
of those ahead of time, but I should be able to make a couple trips. Need to look at Walmart for
thinner bread for the sandwiches, and buying and storing English muffins.
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Date: Monday, January 27, 2020
Time: 8:30-9:30 am
Event/Tasks: Walmart Run
Location:

Walmart

Notes:
●

Using the school’s Walmart card to buy supplies with my PO this morning. I purchased
tablecloths, cucumber sandwich supplies, English muffins and butter. Also supplies for hair,
makeup, tea cart accessories, pens, and pink roses.
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Date: Monday, January 27, 2020
Time: 3:15 - 7:15 pm
Event/Tasks: Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Sorted through the props I had procured with tech and attached the pink roses to the gate. Trained
the tech in how to make cucumber sandwiches. Worked with the butlers on organizing their tea
carts. I purchased Nilla wafers for the tea cake but I don’t think I like them so I’m going to try
something else.

●

The actors got into costume and hair, while I supervised tech in setting up for Act 1 and also
helped actors with hair. We spent a while pinning the tablecloths to the tables so we didn’t get
started running the show til 4:15 pm

●

Began with enunciation and British accent warmups. We began running the show about 4:30 pm.
I invited a colleague, Sharon Winningham, (a Middle School History teacher and my director for
Footloose) to watch and give some feedback to me and the actors as well as laughing at the funny
parts.

●

During the show it was helpful to ask her questions about the time period and anything I was
unsure about. She was helpful to the actors by laughing and giving them some practice pausing
for laughter. I took several notes during the run through about blocking, speed and enunciation.

●

My stage manager worked during the show on coming up with a list for transitions for tech.

●

Near the end of running the show, a former student of mine Julia Gonzalez (CWU grad) showed
up and I was able to talk with her about set decor needs, and she looked through our stock for
what we already had. We decided to add a couple shelves to the set to give it more of a homey
feel. I’m glad to have her, this is not my expertise. She is going to return later this week to gather
more decorations.
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●

Set is almost all the way up, one door is giving us some issues, it’s not closing properly.
Construction is working on it. Our other door is just an entryway and we’re using the curtains to
block the audience's view of the side of the stage. The back curtain will also be pulled so the
audience won’t see the actors through the gap.

●

Still waiting on props from Amazon, the school is being slow about ordering those.

●

Winningham was able to give feedback to the actors during notes. She talked about injecting
more energy and finding the humor in their lines and really bringing that out. There is so much
potential, so I’m planning to do some over acting (it’s a process we use where they have one
rehearsal to really ham up their emotions and actions and it usually unlocks the intensity and
energy we need) and spicing up some of the blocking in certain parts to add more energy.

●

I had a few acting notes overall but they are doing a lot better and taking my notes from previous
rehearsals. Still working with Jack and his reactions and Algy’s discovery of his plan to
impersonate Earnest.

●

Hope to also have tech participate more in warmups and Smiles and Frowns so we can get the
group as a whole feeling like a team. My stage manager is feeling a bit disrespected by the cast
and we’re going to really address this moving forward. I want to take care of this before tech.

●

Hair is coming together slowly, I wasn’t able to help as much as before today, so we will continue
to finalize hair.
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Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020
Time: 3:15-7 pm
Event/Tasks: Run Through
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I started working with the prop mistresses in their labeling of the prop tables and setting up. I
worked with Prism on her hair and tried a different hairstyle on Jack.

●

No food today, it’s over acting day, we don’t want any mishaps or broken tea cups and such.

●

In costume, we started with some warmups. (keep forgetting to make time for Smiles and Frowns
- need to do this again soon!) We discussed the objective of over acting and how it’s meant as a
tool to enhance the show.

●

Ran Act 1, the cigarette case chase had a lot more energy and they found some good moments.

●

Act 2 had some really great moments - especially during Cecily and Prism. I wrote down a lot of
notes of what I liked and wanted to incorporate into the show permanently.

●

Had a hankerchief for Jack to use in his mourning scene and when Algy comes in as Earnest to
meet Jack is one of the best scenes. Act 2 as a whole is really good and the over acting enhanced
it.

●

Act 3 was really strong as well, they listened to each well. They were slowing down more. Near
the end of Act 3, they kinda lost their focus and were laughing a lot, but it was really funny. Lady
Bracknell tried using a cane, we might keep it, we’ll see.

●

I sat down with them and talked through the moments that I liked, the energy of the show was
really great. Act 1 could use a bit more energy but overall it’s definitely coming along.

●

Planning on doing some mediation between some of the actors and tech in the dressing rooms
today. Some of the tech are not where they are supposed to be and since I’m running everything
else, backstage is kind of left unattended. My tech lead is not experienced with dealing with
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teenagers and the drama so it’s been more difficult. I want to do Smiles and Frowns with all the
cast and crew and also give a little talk about the atmosphere of theatre and how we treat each
other. I hope it will help. I will keep monitoring the situation and make sure everyone has clear
instruction of where they should be when.
●

During rehearsal we finalized some of the sound cues - bell, piano, etc.

●

Tomorrow I plan on focusing on transitions. I have to leave early so I will be relying on my tech
lead and stage ninjas to get those down without me.
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Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020
Time: 3:15 - 6:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Transitions
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I worked with my stage manager on his plan for transitions, helping him finalize who was doing
what.

●

We borrowed a set of patio chairs from an actor’s family. They were kinda dirty so I had some
tech cleaning them. We put cloth on the seats for now so as not to damage the dresses, and plan to
get cushions for them.

●

Had a brief meeting with tech about what to expect during tech week and what we were doing
today. I reminded them of the standard our absent tech director expects for his technical crew and
to make him proud.

●

The actors changed into their first costume and got started on makeup. Found Lane some shoes
and she just needs her pants fitted by the costumer.

●

Sent Lady Bracknell home, she wasn’t feeling good, might be a gallbladder issue. Lane and Jack
were late but came by the time we started running the show.

●

We did Smiles and Frowns with all actors and tech - that went well.

●

We set up for Act 1 and ran sound cues only for Act 1 to make sure the sound tech knew the cues.

●

Pulled proscenium curtain after Act 1 and we started to work on setting up for Act 2 and 3 which
will be during intermission. We walked through the transition and assigned jobs.

●

We ran the intermission transition and it was under 10 minutes so it should be fine, even with
costume changes.

●

After this, I had to go to an appointment so I left them early. They are working on the hardest
transition from Act 2 to 3, we are shooting to keep it about 30 seconds. Leaving that in my tech
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lead and stage managers hands. My stage manager has already thought through it a lot and
assigned roles, so they should be good.
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Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020
Time: 3:15 - 7 pm
Event/Tasks: Final Run-Through before Tech Week
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Connected with my stage manager to make sure he had the lists for who is doing what up in the
hallway.

●

I worked on setting up the Warm Fuzzy board - getting the supplies.

●

I measured and took pictures of the garden chairs so Booster can look for cushions - as to not
damage the dresses.

●

Touched base with Lady Bracknell on her health issue - she has a couple appointments to figure
out whats wrong.

●

Checked in with tech, reiterating the importance of getting everything figured out before next
week tech week.

●

Gathered everyone, actors and tech, for Smiles and Frowns. I explained how the Warm Fuzzy
board would work. Did quick warmups with all the actors and let them know that Michael Smith
from CWU would be coming back on Wednesday to give them pointers/help with their accents.

●

Started running the show, I timed the show. We focused on sound and light cues which was
helpful. The bell cord, a refurbished graduation cord, is up and works with the sound cue.

●

Lane was missing again so I read for her.

●

Practiced the transition during the 10 minute intermission. I gave the cast and crew some snacks
backstage since it’s a later night. The longest thing in the transition is Cecily’s change, but it
should be fine tomorrow since we were missing our costumer today.

●

Act 2 - I reminded them to enunciate and project a tiny bit but overall they have really improved.
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●

The transition from Act 2 to Act 3 was a bit clunky and loud, but very fast. Made a note for our
tech lead to change the lighting to a blue light so it’s darker. Overall, very happy with that, it is
30ish seconds!

●

Act 3 had some issues with breaking and missed cues - meaning that the other actors had to
improv waiting for actors to get to their spots, but it was good practice for them. Made a note for
my stage manager to remind actors of cues during specific moments.

●

Show time was 2 hours - pretty good and where we want to be.

●

Held notes with all of the cast and crew. Made notes of props and things to check - such as the
flower on the gate and handkerchief. Reminded the actors to check their props before the show.
Reminded everyone that they shouldn’t walk across the stage during Act 2 since we can still see
their feet under the curtain. (Our curtains do not touch the floor.) Talked to everyone about spatial
awareness and being aware of the audience.

●

Since I will be missing people tomorrow - I will be working on select scenes from Act 1 (Lane’s
beginning through cigarette chase) and Act 2 (Jack’s mourning scene). Really working on
comedic timing and speed in both of these scenes.

●

Also working on hair with Lady Bracknell and Prism tomorrow as well as curling Algy’s hair.

●

Hoping to run transitions again and finalizing everything before tech week.

●

I feel really good about this show, it’s coming together!
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Date: Friday, January 31, 2020
Time: 3:30-5:30 pm
Event/Tasks: Touch Up Day
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Today was shorter because we were missing a couple actors.

●

Figured out Miss Prism and Gwendoline’s hair - they are doing their own. Experimented and now
have a better idea for Algy’s hair, it’s coming together.

●

Ran Act 2 - Jack’s mourning scene. I focused on the chemistry and relationship between
Chasuble and Prism as well as Jack’s reactions in this scene. Worked on Chasuble’s delivery of
his monologue - he tends to go fast.

●

Ran all of Act 1
○

Lane was able to work with the sound cues and ask questions as well since she had been
missing the last few times we ran this.

○

I gave Algy a little box I had with me to use as a replacement cigarette case since we
haven’t received those props from Amazon yet. That helped a lot for them to have
something physically to use. I encouraged them to play with it and add more movement.

○

We clarified reactions within the scene and the students were able to ask questions during
the scene about what their characters do or do not know.

●

I worked with Miss Prism on her old lady makeup and walked her through how to do it on
herself. Posted an example video on Google Classroom for them to work with as well.

●

No Saturday rehearsal tomorrow, giving them a weekend to rest up and it’s also Super Bowl
Sunday, so they might have plans. I’m also excited to have a bit of a break before tech craziness.
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Date: Monday, February 3, 2020
Time: 3:15-9
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I left immediately after school and headed to WalMart and picked up supplies for meals this week
(we feed the students dinner), some props (cushions for the garden chairs, throw pillows for
Algy’s house and handkerchiefs, etc) and prop food for the week. While I was out, I texted the
cast to make sure they were getting into costume, makeup and hair. I had worked out with each
person what they were doing for hair, so most could do it on their own or help each other.

●

I got back about 3:45,4ish and I realized some of the prop tech was missing. They had left
rehearsal and didn’t inform the directors. So I enlisted the help of lighting and sound to get started
on the props and making food for use during the show. I talked to Evan, and he’s going to figure
it out with his tech.

●

I helped Lady Bracknell with hair, rushed job but okay. The shirt my mom made came and fit
well.

●

4:45 we had our cast and crew meeting. I talked to them about the Warm Fuzzy board and
expectations of tech. Gathered phones (will happen from now on so they remain distraction-free
and focused). I led Smiles and Frowns with everyone.

●

Got started running the show about 5 (the tech had set up for Act 1). I called “slow” and
“enunciate” less. I communicated with the tech over headset, and wrote notes for tech and actors.

●

Act 1 went well - the pickups could be faster, I was nitpicky with moments and notes since we are
touching up for show. Makeup needs some retouching - we worked on that.

●

Practiced intermission and the transition that takes place there then we broke for dinner.
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●

Had a bit of delay because the girls had to get in their corsets after dinner, I’m going to see if they
can do it during Act 1 tomorrow.

●

Ran Act 2 - really good, few issues with volume and cues, I made notes on how to work with the
food. Appreciating the butlers for being flexible as we figure out amounts of food we need and
where.

●

Took notes on Makeup and hair, overall looks really good - Miss Prism did Algy’s hair and it was
a lot better.

●

Transition from Act 2 to 3 was a little rocky, we were missing our stage manager today who is the
brains of that one. Act 3 overall went well - the actors were listening better, just a few moments
where the energy could go up. Going to work on creating a crescendo to the ending line.

●

Finished the show about 8 (had some parents, of course, upset that we were going that late but
this is what usually happens).

●

As the actors changed, I met with tech. I feel like I’m micromanaging the tech at this point as
well as trying to direct the actors because Evan doesn’t instinctively know what needs to be done
(makes sense, he hasn’t done this without his dad before), but it is frustrating me and putting
some extra stress on me. I gave them my notes and expressed that they need to take more
responsibility and get their jobs done without me nagging them. I made sure to clarify that Evan
was meant to lead them.

●

As tech met with Evan, I met with actors and gave them my notes on the show overall. I also
posted my notes onto Google Classroom for them to refer to later.

●

As we were getting ready to leave, I was approached by my actress playing Lady Bracknell and
she updated me on the tests she was taking for her health, she does not have to have surgery
during the show which is good. She also voiced some concerns the cast as a whole shared about a
tech who seemed like she was under the influence of drugs at rehearsal. I take this seriously and
trust this actress, so I will alert the admin about this. She also spoke of another tech who seems to
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be toxic, doesn’t do her job, and is spreading ill will amongst the cast and crew. I had sensed this
about this tech member so it was confirming my suspicions (I had an incident the year before
where a student very much divided my cast and crew and created a hostile environment backstage
so I am sensitive to this). I had been giving her chance after chance to improve but it didn’t seem
like it was working. Also she alert me to another tech student who seems depressed and jokes
about suicide, so we are addressing that.
●

After talking to her, I sent an email to Admin about these students, as well as their counselors. I
called Evan and told him that I’d decided to let the toxic tech student go the next time I see her (I
knew I had to do it, it was what was best for the show) as well as him talking to the possibly
depressed student.
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Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020
Time: 3:15-8:15
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I started off with the tech, handling their meeting since Evan could not be here today. I gave them
the rundown of what they needed to do, as well as a reminder to stay out of the dressing rooms,
and on task. We are missing some tech today so I talked to them about picking up the slack. My
construction lead is going to put up the shelving today during the show, I will advise on where I
want them on the Act 1 and 3 sets. No sound today because we didn’t know the sound computer
log in.

●

I checked in with the cast and gave a few pointers to stage ninjas about set pieces. I had received
all the items from Amazon so I communicated what went where on stage.

●

I helped Chasuble with his wrinkles and advised tech on preparing prop food.

●

4:30 we met all together. I read them the Warm Fuzzy story and they enjoyed it. I talked to them
about lifting each other up during this time. We did Smiles and Frowns. While the actors touched
up, I led them through warmups standing in the hallway outside the dressing rooms. I had them
run some lines for pacing.

●

Ran Act 1, went well, a lot slower. Wrote some notes for Algy who loses focus on the
conversation because he’s eating. I made sure that the girls got into their corsets during Act 1 as
well to speed up rehearsal time.

●

Finished up Act 1 and then ran intermission and transition. Started Act 2, and broke for dinner
after two scenes.

●

After dinner, we took a group picture with the cast and crew. We are being featured in a local
magazine about the arts.
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●

We continued Act 2 - just a couple prop mishaps but that’s expected with all the new props (such
as notebooks, cigarette case, and eyeglasses.) The muffin scene was particularly hilarious with
some unexpected blocking. Merriman missed a cue, and the cast is learning to improv if that
happens. It’s helping them understand their characters as well.

●

Transition from Act 2 to 3 - just some minor communication issues between the stage manager
and lineman

●

Act 3 was going well - Lady B had been gone during prep so her hair was more in her face. We
got to Miss Prism’s entrance and she wasn’t there. Turns out she was having a panic attack so I
checked on her. We skipped her part and finished up Act 3. She turned out to be okay, just needed
a moment.

●

Met with tech after they reset Act 1. I inquired if any of them had country paintings for Act 3,
will ask Booster and actors as well. Assessing the shelving, it looks good for Act 1 and 3, we had
to be careful of where we put them since these are canvas flats.

●

Talked to actors about the show needs and congratulated on quick improv thinking. Gave them
notes and checked on Miss Prism.

●

Reached out to Booster about paintings and posters (we haven’t put up enough posters I think).

●

I was able to talk to Admin about the possible under-the-influence student and they said there was
no cause for concern at this time. We are just going to keep an eye on her and her parents will get
a call.

●

The toxic tech student didn’t make it to rehearsal today so I or Evan will talk to her tomorrow and
dismiss her from the show.

●

I checked in with LB about the backstage environment and she expressed that it was a lot better
without that particular tech.

●

I’m a bit concerned that the tech isn't taking this week as seriously since my original tech director
is not here. I have had to do both jobs, in a sense, and my attention feels scattered. I am going to
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really lay down the law about the fact that this is practice for the show and that I have high
standards. I will also express this to Evan because he can encourage off task behavior and too
much goofing around with the tech.
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Date: Wednesday, February 5, 2020
Time: 3:15-8
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

When I arrived at rehearsal, I connected with the tech that I knew I had to let go. I took her aside
and told her that this wasn’t working out, it was a responsibility issue. I do feel bad but it needed
to be done.

●

I talked to Evan about his responsibilities with tech and he understood and stepped up to lead the
tech

●

I prepped Lady Bracknell’s hair for about an hour - really working on getting it to look right, as
everyone else was getting ready.

●

When I came out of the dressing rooms, Evan had everything ready.

●

We did Smiles and Frowns as a cast and crew, and I gave another tech week pep talk.

●

During Smiles and Frowns, I did see my lead construction/lineman come in late. After the
meeting, I was talking to an actor about respecting my stage manager. My stage manager has
been struggling with being respected by the actors at times and he’s going through some painful
mouth health issues so it’s been a bit difficult.

●

After I talked to her, I was told by an actor and Evan that my construction/lineman, Patrick, had
just quit the show. He had been my lead, and had really picked up a lot of the responsibilities my
tech director usually did, who helped me tremendously, had just quit the show because I fired the
other tech earlier. He didn’t understand why (which makes sense because I couldn’t tell her the
exact reasons why) and just quit. This hit me really hard and I was stunned. I went up to the
control room and was confronted by my stage manager having a freakout over not being
respected and he wants to sit out the rehearsal. His emotional reaction triggered mine and as tears
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sprung into my eyes, I tried to comfort him letting him know I had talked to the main actress
involved. I let him know that I really needed him today and that Patrick had just quit. He
understood and got back to work.
●

I took a moment to gather myself and cry for a second, but I was able to compose myself and
come back.

●

We found another tech who took over Patrick’s jobs during the show and the run of the show
went smoothly.

●

Michael Smith from CWU was able to make it today to assess the accents and give more tips and
pointers. The actors were really nervous for him to come, but were really happy to get his
feedback. He was proud to see that they had been working on their accents and gave really good
constructive feedback to them. They were also able to ask questions about specific lines and talk
to him one-on-one.

●

We broke for dinner, which came late.

●

After dinner we started up on Act 2, and I had to leave early for an appointment so I left Evan in
charge and he has instructions to go until about 8. I will give the actors and tech notes tomorrow.

●

I’m definitely glad I took the day off tomorrow, this is emotional and hard for me and it will be
really good to self care and gather myself for tomorrow’s rehearsal.

●

I plan on talking to Patrick tomorrow, not to convince him to come back, but just to express how
much I appreciated him and how I know I wouldn’t have had a set without him, he really saved
me when I was out my original technical director. He’s a senior and I don’t want this to give him
a bad taste for theatre when he’s been doing it all 4 years.
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Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020
Time: 3:15-8:30
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Earlier I was able to speak to Patrick and express my gratitude and let him know that it wasn’t
personal letting go of the other tech. He is firm on his decision to leave, but I feel better just
talking to him. I also picked up coffee for Evan and Kody, my stage manager.

●

I got to rehearsal and talked to my stage manager about how to communicate to cast and crew and
how he was feeling. We came up with a plan to get together with the actors in the dressing room
before the show and air out hard feelings, and have a heart-to-heart. I helped him come up with a
good way to communicate how he was feeling.

●

I met with my leads and checked in on how things were going. Also I facilitated some tech using
tack to secure the candlesticks that were on the shelves now so they wouldn’t fall when the walls
spun during transitions. Julia is hopefully going to come in tomorrow to finish the decorations.

●

Had the dressing room chat with actors and Kody, it went well. It was a good opportunity to
express my gratitude and love for them and for us to feel like the little family we are. Kody was
able to say his piece and apologies were said, and it was great to hear from all of them and how
this show has helped them get through some hard times, and that they always looked forward to
rehearsal. That warmed my heart to hear because that’s exactly what I hoped for.

●

The actors finished getting ready and we warmed up, especially hitting those tips that Michael
had expressed the day before.

●

We started show about 5, and during that time a reporter from our local newspaper came and took
pictures for the paper.
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●

About mid Act 2 we broke for dinner. The reporter was able to interview me about the show and
how it’s for my Master Thesis. We’ll be featured in the paper later in the week.

●

After dinner, we finished the show. We then practiced curtain call as a cast. I’m going to work on
music choices, not sure what I will go with.

●

As the actors changed, I checked in with tech and advised them in hanging up some paintings that
we received from members of the show and their families. Algy’s living room is basically
finished decorating, we have one more painting to hang.

●

I’m also working on a please-turn-off-your-cellphones script for my two butlers. It’s a tradition I
created to make it a little scene before the show starts, crowds love it. I’ll get them the script and
they’ll practice it tomorrow.

●

Also a volunteer who helped with Footloose is going to come to rehearsal tomorrow to take the
costumes to get them steamed before show week.

●

I’m happy with how today went. I’m glad I took the day off and was able to come back with a
fresh mind and communicate with my team. This show has taught me so much about
communication and what’s important when putting on a production. We’re all learning together.
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Date: Friday, February 7, 2020
Time: 3:15-7:30
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

No hair, no makeup, just costume today for the run-through.

●

We had our cast/crew meeting at 4 when everyone was ready. Did Smiles and Frowns, and talked
a bit about how to tighten up transitions

●

Started running the show at 4:15. We had a little audience of our costume volunteers so that was
cool.

●

Julia Gonzalez, my set decorator, was able to make it during Act 2 and set up more trinkets and
knick-knacks on the shelving on the sets for Act 1 and 3.

●

We finished Act 2 before dinner, then returned and finished Act 3

●

We finished up about 7.

●

During notes the previous night, I had talked to the actors about playing up the humor of this
script, really finding the moments where they was a joke and allowing the audience to understand
that by their delivery. The students found this note helpful and I noticed that especially in Act 1,
they slowed down and were letting the jokes land. Act 2 was still a bit fast - especially Cecily and
Chasuble. Act 3 - there was a bit of breaking character so we’re going to work on that and the
energy of Act 3.

●

The costumes are being taken tonight to be steamed and returned tomorrow.

●

Tomorrow we have rehearsal at 9 am.

●

Goals for tomorrow: Julia is going to finish setting props for Act 1 and 3, we are going to hang
multiple paintings for the houses, getting last minute advertising done.
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Date: Saturday, February 8, 2020
Time: 9 am-1 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I arrived and began helping the cast get ready, particularly working on Lady Bracknell’s hair.
Costumes are still out getting steamed so just hair and makeup today.

●

I made sure the tech was ready and we had our morning meeting with everyone.

●

Missing a couple people today - Stage manager and Lane.

●

Told the cast and crew that if everything went well, we wouldn’t have rehearsal the Tuesday
before dress rehearsal. A day off before a show is a huge incentive to really use our time wisely,
so they were excited about that.

●

The show started at 10:30. Act 1 went well, they are excelling at the humor. Act 2, I very much
addressed Cecily and Chasubles speed during their monologue deliveries. Act 3 is getting better,
a bit slow on reactions today, but I understand, it’s been a long week. Worked bows again.

●

Lunch was served during the show backstage.

●

Julia returned and finished up setting trinkets. A painting in Act 3 fell, so we’re going to see how
to support that better.

●

Costumes were returned while we were running the show and the volunteers were kind enough to
take the tablecloths as well to steam.

●

Needing a couple more prop items such as paper for Algy’s desk and teaspoons for Act 2 tea set.
Working on cell phone announcements, it hasn’t been too high on my priority list but getting it
done.
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Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 3:15-8:15 pm
Event/Tasks: Full Run Through - Tech
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

I opened up the dressing rooms and reminded the actors to be here on time at 3:30 to get ready. I
had a couple booster things to take care of so I was letting them start on their own.

●

I helped Lady Bracknell with hair, I am now a lot faster.

●

I had to wrangle the tech a little bit to get started, which was frustrating.

●

Had our cast/crew meeting, did Smiles and Frowns, addressed some cast concerns about missing
money from dressing rooms, reminded them to invite 1-2 people to dress rehearsal Wednesday at
5 and of call times for show week.

●

Started running the show at about 5 after fixing some light cues.

●

Act 1 felt a bit fast and I realized little tech things like the coat rack not being set.

●

We broke for dinner at mid-Act 2. Took a bit longer for the cast and crew to settle down and
focus after dinner today, had to scold a few to get in gear.

●

Act 2 is improving. The actors I spoke to specifically are slowing down.

●

Before the Act 2-3 transition, we had some issues with some tech sleeping during the show and
not being on headset. This was frustrating for my stage manager and I, and I will speak to those
involved after rehearsal.

●

Act 3 went very well. I barely took notes and I was so proud of their delivery and felt they really
improved.

●

We practiced curtain call and I’ve been surprising them with random music for curtain call so it’s
become a fun thing between the cast and I. I haven’t quite settled on music to use for the actual
shows.
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●

As the actors changed, I talked to tech about their responsibilities on stage ie. not falling asleep
on the job, as well as checking and double-checking that all set and prop items are properly set.

●

Met with my actors, gave them minor notes. There was only one cast member breaking character
today and I reminded them that that wasn’t okay this close to the show. Congratulated them and
told them I was really proud and excited for this show!

●

Received back the tablecloths and got them all repinned. My costumer dealt with minor issues
backstage today but nothing big.

●

No rehearsal tomorrow, everyone earned it and excited for dress rehearsal Wednesday! We got
our feature in the paper in Today’s issue and it’s exciting!
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Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020
Time: 3:15-7:40 pm
Event/Tasks: Dress Rehearsal
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Started off with getting the theatre neat and clean ready for an audience. The tech folded playbills
and set the stage. I checked their work.

●

I helped Lady Bracknell with her hair.

●

Cast/Crew meeting at 4:30-4:40 and just some last minute notes about a few things to watch out
for. We did a modified version of Smiles and Frowns where they turned to someone near them
and shared.

●

Warm ups just with actors focusing on accents and enunciations.

●

I manned the door and welcomed audience members into the show. I see a lot more students this
time than ever which is very cool. We had an audience of about 10-12 people.

●

We started the show at 5. It went very well. Act 1 was a bit fast at times, and the audience was
laughing a lot. Act 2 went very well. The garden scene with the two women was a big hit. Act 3
transition was a bit loud but I think that’s just how it's going to be, it is very fast though. Act 3
was glorious. Lady Bracknell very much dominates that act and does a great job of commanding
the stage. We had an audience member, one of my students, who loved every bit of it and enjoyed
it so much.

●

Some snacks were delivered during the show for the cast/crew.

●

Still working on decisions on curtain call music. I feel like I want something modern to keep up
the playfulness. We’ll see, I’m being indecisive for some reason.

●

After the show, the actors mingled with the audience in the commons.
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●

While the actors were changing, I talked to tech. I didn’t have many notes, they are doing a really
good job.

●

Met with actors for notes. Biggest note was to slow down and remember to pause for laughs.
Dress rehearsal is usually a time when they start to learn about laughter cues. The show was so
fun with an audience tonight, excited for this show week.
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Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020
Time: 5-10 pm
Event/Tasks: Opening Night
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

Went straight to helping Lady Bracknell with her hair til about 5:45,6.

●

Checked in with tech on the set and props, everything was looking good.

●

I communicated with Evan about tickets, he has been trained by his dad on how to do that, so he
was helpful in advising parent volunteers of their roles and getting them set. We had 40 tickets
pre-sold, which is very good!

●

Met with cast and crew at 6:30. Gave them a pumped up pep talk as well as Smiles and Frowns.

●

Warm ups in the dressing rooms with the cast - worked on enunciation and slowing down by
having a few of them run dialogue and having the cast repeat it slowly. It helped the cast realize
how slow they needed to be.

●

Opened doors and got the audience seated and started on time at 7 pm.

●

Cell Phone announcements had been worked on Wednesday and for not having much rehearsal,
the two butlers did a fantastic job.

●

Act 1 went really well, the audience was getting the jokes and we had some great laughs and
interaction from the audience. I sat next to a colleague of mine, Sharon, who had sat in on a
previous rehearsal, and she said it had come a long way and she felt the students understood their
roles a lot better.

●

During intermission, we had a bit of a situation with the couch used in Act 2. The leg of the couch
we had been using was loose, apparently it had been dropped at a weird angle during a previous
rehearsal. We had checked it before the show and decided to see how it goes. Once it was being
moved into place during the transition, it was evident that it would not hold weight without
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breaking completely. I had to think fast but, fortunately, we had benches in the side closet off the
theatre that were made for Footloose. We found one that wasn’t painted, it was just wood and it
worked well with the garden vibe. We let the actors know about the change and continued. We
will look into fixing the couch tomorrow, but if we can’t, the bench definitely works.
●

Act 2 was a bit fast at points. I will give those individuals notes before the show tomorrow.

●

Act 3 was amazing, overall the whole show went so well!
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Date: Friday, February 14, 2020
Time: 5-9:50 pm
Event/Tasks: Show
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

It was our second performance tonight.

●

We had to retire the couch, it was beyond repair and the set piece was replaced by the bench.

●

I arrived and checked in with tech and made sure they were on their jobs. I checked in with
Booster and made sure everything had gone smoothly the night before.

●

The parking lot was really full because there was a basketball game going on at the same time so
we were a bit concerned that our patrons wouldn’t be able to find parking. It’s hard competing
with the sports program.

●

I had to wait a little for Lady Bracknell, she went out to get food. I got started at 5:30 on her hair,
took about 40 minutes

●

I ran around checking in with everyone today.

●

Crowd was about 20-30 tonight.

●

The show went really well. I had worked with Cecily, specifically on slowing down, she is
getting there. Great audience again!

●

Tomorrow is the last day and call is at noon for our two shows.
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Date: Saturday, February 15, 2020
Time: 12- 10 pm
Event/Tasks: Two shows, Closing Day
Location:

Theatre

Notes:
●

The cast and crew arrived at noon. We prepped for an hour and a half. I did Lady Bracknell’s hair
one last time.

●

We tried something different with Lane’s hair. She was having issues with it falling out a lot
during the show so we braided it and hopefully that helps.

●

The 2’o o'clock show was a smaller audience. The actors did really well and it was a great show.

●

Between the shows, a parent provided sandwiches in the commons for the actors that didn’t go
out to eat. We had about an hour to leave between shows. Call to be back was 5:30 and the
cast/crew freshened up and prepared.

●

We had a last meeting and notes with actors and techs. I expressed my gratitude to each of them
for,basically,making my dream come true.

●

We held warmups in the dressing rooms one last time. I’m so proud of my actors, it has been
amazing getting to know them and working with them.

●

Afterwards, I headed to the front of the house and saw Emily Rollie, my advisor, which was
comforting and nerve wracking all at the same time.

●

My husband and former students came to this performance which was really special.

●

The show went really well. The cast spoke a bit fast but overall it went well.

●

Before the actors/crew went out to the commons, I gave a thank you speech. This is a tradition at
our school. I gave roses to all the people involved in the show and expressed my gratitude to
them.
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●

My two seniors took the mic at the end and said some wonderfully kind words that I’ll never
forget. It was so heartwarming and apparently their goal was to make me cry, which they almost
did. I definitely cried later on in my car.

●

I can’t believe it’s over. It happened so fast.
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B: Production Performance Evaluation – Emily Rollie
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C: Self-Evaluation
Sabrina Haesche
Self-Reflection from directing The Importance of Being Earnest
April 16, 2019

I first fell in love with the story of The Importance of Being Earnest when I was a senior in high
school and I was cast in the role of Cecily. I loved the humor, the costumes, the witty banter and
everything in between. When I first was asked what show I’d want to direct for my thesis project, I knew
instantly that it had to be The Importance of Being Earnest. I knew that it would not only be a challenge
for me artistically but I would never get tired of it. I knew I would laugh til I cried with my audience and
my heart would be overjoyed when they understood the subtle jokes.
Re-reading The Importance of Being Earnest as an adult, I was struck with how much nuance and
decorum humor it contained and how it added a layer I hadn’t experienced when acting in it or seeing it
performed. I wanted to educate my students on not only the time period of this show, but also the qualities
of Oscar Wilde, who I felt they could really connect with. I knew this show for a long time, but directing
it made it speak to me in a whole new way. I saw the humor as Wilde’s last stab at a society that rejected
him. I saw him in the characters and the deceit. I understood him more fully and resonated with what he
was trying to say.

Non-Artistic Challenges:
Sharing spaces, scheduling, weather, and working with New People
The first month of rehearsal, we spent most of our rehearsal time in the Choir Room. Because this
was a small cast show, I didn’t worry about it too much. I knew I could roughly block it in a smaller
space and I’d be able to adjust when we had the theatre space in January. It proved difficult at times,
especially when we received our costumes and had to try them on in the smaller space. We were able to
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work with it and I’ve learned to be extremely flexible when it comes to the spaces we rehearse. Many
events are scheduled in our theatre and it made sense that early on in our rehearsal process we would have
to compromise. Though it is not ideal, and I would have loved to use actual furniture when initially
blocking, the show did not suffer because we had to share spaces.
I knew scheduling our run for the long weekend would mean that we would compete with other
family events and sporting events for audience members. It was extremely frustrating when the parking
lot one night was so packed with people attending the last basketball game that our audience members
had to park in other nearby lots or on the street to make it into our show. This is something I’ve never felt
could be avoided. We have always had some sort of conflict when it came to the sports program and this
show was no different. I’ve learned to let this battle go time after time but it’s not worth fighting. I’m just
glad that people were able to attend our show, and apologized for the inconvenience.
The rain and snow this winter caused a couple mishaps in our rehearsal process. I had to cancel
open auditions because of a school snow day and on more than one occasion, we either started late for our
Saturday practices because of snow or I had to cancel rehearsal. I appreciated, again, that I had a small
cast and we worked really hard early on in the process of memorization that canceling or delaying some
practices didn’t hurt us too much. I trusted my cast and knew that they were working in their free time
and when I felt they weren’t, I knew that I could talk to them about it. I was thankful the weather cleared
up by our show week and that we had no delays.
During our tech week and run of Footloose in the fall, I realized that my technical director, Djay
Kendall, had a pressing family emergency that would call him away from his job at the high school. I
trusted that he would be back in time for my production, but as December rolled by, it soon became
evident that he wasn’t going to make it back. I knew that I could survive without him through casting and
blocking, but I was worried about getting a set built without his help. I had never worked on a show
without him and it seemed like a daunting task for my Thesis Project. I was happy that his son, Evan, was
able to step up and take over his job as Theatre Technician, but I was wary of depending on someone new
as my technical lead.
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I decided that we had to do the best we can, and no matter what, it would be okay, it had to be
okay. I was glad that I had some seasoned technical students on my crew and was comforted when I
spoke to Evan and everything for the set was on schedule. I let go of my worry and it was a good call
because the set turned out a lot better than I had expected with innovative ideas from my construction
tech. I did have issues juggling the responsibilities of technical director and director when it came to tech
week, at times feeling like I was the only one who knew what had to get done. I was able to communicate
to my tech lead though and overall we shouldered the weight of this production together quite well. I’m
very happy he was there, I really would not have been able to do this show without a technical director.

Artistic Challenges:
British Accents, Period Costumes and Victorian Decorum
The fact that this was a period piece lent specific challenges to the rehearsal and preparation
process. I, myself, have never been great with accents and after having struggled through an English
accent with no training in college, I was hesitant to put my actors in the same situation. The Importance of
Being Earnest is already a very wordy show, and I knew that Algernon and Jack’s characters’ especially
demanded a massive amount of dedication when it came to memorization. I came to the decision that we
would try British accents, but it wasn’t going to be a big deal if we had to drop them. I was very happy
that Michael Smith from CWU was able to come early in the rehearsal process to give a Dialect
Workshop and even more happy that my students were enjoying the process of learning an accent and
excelling at it by the time he returned in February to see how they were doing. I very much relied on the
resources he left me to help them practice and didn’t correct them much during rehearsal unless it was
very obvious. I am very proud of my actors for taking on this endeavor, I know it wasn’t easy.
It was extremely fortunate that we reside so close to Central Washington University and that I had
just been a student of Cat McMillen’s during the previous summer. She was excellent and so helpful
when it came to choosing and renting costumes for this production and it was delightful working with her.
Corsets were a whole other ballgame and I wasn’t prepared for the added challenges they brought. The
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girls, at times, didn’t communicate well that their corset was too tight and ended up with red marks on
their ribs. At times I worried that my Cecily would pass out on stage because she had respiratory issues. I
tried to toe the line of concerned woman and dedicated director and made them practice as much as
possible without it being detrimental to their health. Also, caring for the costumes was crucial since they
were rented and spoke to them often about how to care for their costumes, what they could and could not
do in their costumes and how expensive their costumes were.
I was very concerned early on with how the actors presented themselves on stage. Since this was
the late 1890s, the way the upper class conducted themselves was very different from the more modern
pieces we had previously produced. I started several rehearsals with the actors walking and greeting each
other in the style of the Victorian era. I was not an expert myself but I tried to remind them of the social
pedigree of their characters and let them have an impact on the way they carried themselves. I also dealt
with the differences in place when it came to the city and the country and took this into account when
directing those who lived primarily in either area. It was more present on my mind than any other
production I’ve ever directed because I felt the pressure to do the era justice as well as the iconic piece
itself.
Artistic Re-dos
I am definitely very proud of my team and proud of all the members of the cast and crew for putting
up a show without our trusty Technical Director. It was an unexpected challenge, but we all banded
together and did our part and I feel that each person rose to the challenge. That being said; there are
definitely some things I would have done differently.
●

Tablework: A goal of mine was to facilitate more tablework in this show, and while I was able to
do that in the beginning I ran out of time at the end rehearsals. I wanted to dive a bit deeper into
the language at the beginning with the actors so they understood more of the nuances of the show.
Though bits and pieces of this came naturally as the show progressed, I would have liked to be
more intentional about it throughout.
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●

Rehearsal with Set and Props: If I had it my way, we would have been in the theatre from the
start. I had to rework blocking a lot going from the Choir room to the stage, and working with the
furniture would have been valuable for the students early on in the production.

●

Communication between Cast/Crew: Since I was stressed about doing a show without my
normal technical director, I made sure I was communicating with my tech lead Evan, but I do feel
there was a divide between the cast and crew from the start. I would have liked to facilitate more
collaboration and respect from the beginning so it wasn’t such a shock to go from no contact
during rehearsals to close proximity during tech week for the cast and crew.

●

Highlighted John’s character transformation: I feel like this was my intention, but I found
myself falling back into directing him to react, which his character does a lot, but not necessarily
change throughout the story. I would have liked to really focus on his transformation and
realization of self.

Major Success Stories: Technical Achievements, New Experiences, and Collaboration & Bonding
I am so proud of the production these students created and I now have amazing memories that I will
always cherish. I’m honored to celebrate their incredible accomplishments as well.
●

Technical Achievements: I would not have had a set at all if it wasn’t for the incredible technical
crew for The Importance of Being Earnest. They used the resources we already had and built the
extra pieces that we needed to create an amazing set. I come into a show with a few ideas, and
I’m always amazed that the crew can take the little bit I give them and turn it into my dream come
true. I never would have guessed we’d have a turning set, seamless transitions and all without our
usual technical director.

●

New Experiences: From wearing 1890s dresses and corsets, to eating so much food onstage, to
learning lines in a British accent, my cast stepped up to the challenge of The Importance of Being
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Earnest. They were unfazed by all the challenges I threw at them, and continued to show up as
professionals and did an incredible job.
●

Collaboration & Bonding: I went into this production knowing that we would be an incredibly
close-knit cast, and that is exactly what happened. The love between these students was tangible.
Even if they would disagree, they would always seek a resolution. They embraced my silly games
and activities and included the crew and tried to form a family unit. I will always cherish the
memories I’ve made with them.
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Section 1: Production Photos

Group photos by Lynn Townsend
Production Photos by Janae Hone

Character and actor names will be listed left to right, as well as the actor graduation year

Cast and Crew of The Importance of Being Earnest
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Cast of The Importance of Being Earnest
Opening Moment (Cell Phone Announcements)

Layne (Isabella Eriksen ‘22) & Merriman (Kawehi Delottinville ‘21)
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Act 1 Scene 1

Layne (Isabella Eriksen ‘22) & Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21)

John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20)
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Act 1 Scene 2

Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22), John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20),
Lady Bracknell (Savannah Weston ‘20), & Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21)

John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20) & Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22)
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Lady Bracknell (Savannah Weston ‘20) & John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20)
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Act 2 Scene 1

Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22), Miss Prism (Aura McWilliams ‘20) & Reverend Canon Chasuble
(Wilem Kersey ‘20)
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Act 2 Scene 2

Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22) & Merriman (Kawehi Delottinville ‘21)

Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21) & Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22)
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Act 2 Scene 3

John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20), Miss Prism (Aura McWilliams ‘20) & Reverend Canon
Chasuble (Wilem Kersey ‘20)

Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22), Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21) & John Worthing
(Kamden Kuykendall ‘20)
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Act 2 Scene 4

Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21) & Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22)
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Act 2 Scene 5

Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22) & Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22)

John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20) & Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22)
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Act 3 Scene 1

Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21), Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22), Gwendoline Fairfax
(Zoe Sterner ‘22) & John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20)

Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21), Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22), Gwendoline Fairfax
(Zoe Sterner ‘22), John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20) & Lady Bracknell (Savannah Weston ‘20)
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Lady Bracknell (Savannah Weston ‘20) & Miss Prism (Aura McWilliams ‘20)

Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22), Miss Prism (Aura McWilliams ‘20), Lady Bracknell (Savannah
Weston ‘20) & John Worthing (Kamden Kuykendall ‘20)
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Algernon Moncrieff (Zachary Zeller ‘21), Cecily Cardew (Emily Kalmbach ‘22), John Worthing
(Kamden Kuykendall ‘20), Gwendoline Fairfax (Zoe Sterner ‘22), Reverend Canon Chasuble (Wilem
Kersey ‘20), Miss Prism (Aura McWilliams ‘20), Lady Bracknell (Savannah Weston ‘20)
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Section 2: Scenic Design

Act 1 Set - The sitting room at Algernon’s flat on Halfmoon Street, London
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Act 2 Set - The Garden at the Manor House, Woolton, Hertfordshire
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Act 3 Set - The Living Room at the Manor House, Woolton, Hertfordshire
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Section 3: Prop Design

Gwendoline’s glasses, John’s cigarette case, Lady Bracknell’s notebook, The name cards
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Section 4: Costume Design

Inspiration for types of costumes I would look for at Central Washington University
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My mother, Judy Hill, made this top to go with the skirt borrowed from CWU
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Section 5: Play Poster
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Section 6: Playbill
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Section 7: Newspaper/Magazine Articles
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Section 8: Cast and Crew T-shirt Design
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Section 9: Production Video

The Importance of Being Earnest was filmed Saturday February 15 at 2 pm by Kurtis Kuykendall, the
father of the actor Kamden Kuykendall.

The youtube videos are divided by act:
Act 1
Act 2
Act 3
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Section 10: Production Script
The Importance of Being Earnest was licensed as a non-professional/educational production through The
Dramatic Publishing Company
Attached is a copy of the script used by the performers and the technicians.
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